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SHARPE WASN'T SHARP
•
Black Burglar Landed
hind the Bars.
how inneh mouey the negro had gotten
altogethenbut thinks it may be forty or
fifty dollars-possibly more.
It Was • "Peach."
The last Saturday edition of the Hoe-
Be- aiNSVII.I.E NEw Ens was an especially
good issue.
It was neatly printed and quite newsy
throughout. -Elkton Progress.
CAUGHT BY THE CLERK
itippenings in Hopkinsolle and Vicinity
Briefly told.
For some time Mr. E. H. Anderson. a
merchant dome busitiees at Newstead,
hits been 111'64.111g money from his cash
drawer, and as he had perfect contideuta
in the honesty of hislaelerk, he was at a
loss to'saccount for the dieappeareuce of
his money. One day lase week Mr. An-
rterson found that one of the keys to the
front doer of his store was missing-and
he at once understood the situatiou and
began to lay a trap to catch the man
who had the key and who had been
robbing him for several weeks. So last
Saturday night, the plan leaving been
arranged, the clerk walked to tee front
door of the store-which was then tilled
with a crowd, mostly loafers-and
•
Earned and called to Mr. Anderson and
told him that he was going to supper and
would not be back for some time. The
clerk then disappeared in the darkness.
He at once went to the
back of the store and slipping in,
concealed lamselfain a large box.
In a short while Mr. Anderson said that
as little business was being done he be-
lieved he would close up for the night,
so he walked out, followed by the crowd
-in which there were several uegrote--
and after locking the door started in
the direction of his home, but as soon as
soon as he got a short distance he tune
ed and went back and hid near
the store. Iii about fifteen minutes-
after everybody had left and perfect
quiet reigned, the clerk heard a key
turn in the loek of the front door, saw
the door opea and a negro named Hume
Sharpe walk up to the cash drawer and
open it and begin to pick up the money.
The clerk then rose up and covering the
negro with a pistol, he ordered him to
put the money back into the drawer.
Mr. Anderson then stepped in and the
two took a piece of rope and tied the
negro's hands behind his back.
A few moments afterwards when the
train pulled up at Newstead, Mr. An-
derson put his prisoner aboard and
brought him to this city where he was
placed in jell. The negro Monday
waived an examination and was held in
Vas) bond to await the action of the
February grand jury.
Mr. Anderson does; not know exactly
Died of Typhoid Fever.
News has been recaved in the city of
the death of Mrs. R. F. Hague, of Mat-
toon, Ill. She was formerly Mae
Blanch Faxon, of Christian county.
Typhoid fever (-awed the death.
A Wedding Sunday.
Eugene Crick and Miss Maggie Grace
were united itu marriage at the home of
-the bride's father, J. H. Grace, near
Crofton, at noon yesterday, Rev. W. 0.
Ric.ker, of the Methodist Church, offici-
-elates. Only near friends and relatives;
were present.
Hopkinsville's Public Building.
Among the public- building bills
which the House Committee on Public
Buildings yesterday voted to report fav-
orably and place on the House calendar
are tills appropriating money for New-
port, Lebation, Paris, llopkinsville and
Fowling Green in this State.
-Religion• Excitement.
E. H. Likelis was adjudged of noisome'
mind in Judge Ward's court Saturday
and was taken to the Ilopkinsville asy-
lum by D,puty Sheriff Ed Bartlett and
George Schneider. The unsoundness of
Linkens' mind was caused by religious
excitement. -Henderson Gleaner.
Wounded Kan Improving.
Louis Metaner, who was attacked by
three masked negroes, w ho are now in
the jail in this city, has been temoved
from the. hospital, in which he had been
confined to his bed from the
effects of pistol wounds, to his home.
He is improving and there are faie
prospects of his recovery.
•I•1.
Hopkinsville Tobacco Market.
Receipts since last report, 45 ;
receipts to date, 21:260 ;receipts to
same time last year, 13,895 lahds. ; sales
since last report, 175 Iffids. sales to
date, 18,783 bhds. ; sales to same time
last year, 13,772 hbds. Our market pre-
sents no new features this week. Offer-
ings continue to be composed of lags
and low leaf, for which the demands
are about the same as heretofore, and
priees in the main remain unchanged.
We quota: Common lume$1.24re 2.00;
medium lugs, $2.23 300; good Ingo,
S.4.2Oe; 4.00; common leaf, $3.50se6.50;
medium leaf, none offered; offerings,
ISO,hhels ; rejections, 22 Mids.
Frank G, King & Co., of Franklin,
Ky., says that Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-
Honey has taken the lead through that
section. They write that it gives uni-
versal satisfaction and verify thisreport
by ordering more.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick
PERSONAL PALAVER.
Amateur Performances Next
Month.
STORIES OF SOCIETY.
Several Breezy Items and Newsy Notes
Grouped for Ready Peruser.
PUBLIC PERFORMANCE.-The "As You
Like ItClub"w ill give a pubiic perform-
ance at Holland's Opera House, for the
benefit of the Hopkinsville Library As-
iation, about the middle of January.
Those who attended the delightful
play given by this club two years ago
have not forgotten the talent of this or-
ganization and will be glad to hear they
are no soon to appear in an entertain-
ment again.
Two dramas *ell be presented. "The
Chaperon," a bright comedy in which
only the club members appear, "A Box
of Monkeys," a farce with only five in
the cast, two men and three young wo-
man.
t t +
THE OPERA.-The Treble Clef Club
definitely decided at the last meeting to
present that beautiful opera, "Princess
Bonnie." The work of drilling the
choruses has already commenced. The
opera will be put on the stage in a man-
tier that would do credit to professiolial
t t t
Succras.-The art exhibit and china
display at Bethel College Friday af-
ternoon was a success socially and artis-
tically. The many visitors were highly
pleased with the handsome and skillful-
ly executed work. The china painting
elicited especial admiration. This work
was accomplished by the pupils of Mrs.
Dabney and proves her rare talents as a
teacher.
+ + t
ELOPED.-Fridday Mr. E. S. Fritz
and Mime Mattie Clark, of this county,
to Clarksville and were married at the
courthouse by Squire Berry Lyle.
fit
APPROACHING Nuortaos.-Anent ap-
proachieg nuptials already announced
in the NEW ERA, the Earlingtou Bee
says :
Miss Foard is the youngest daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Foard, of Hecla,
and is a most charming and popular
young lady. She has a host of friends
here who will be sorry to miss her
sweet, fair face and society will lose one
of its brightest members. a
Mr. Bond is a rising young business
man and a a great favorite in society.
His home is in St. Louis, but he is now
The Cream of .the Year
For Painting.
• ' Buy only the best paint: Cheap paint is dear at any price. Sherwin
Williams' is the best paint. Been sold in this country 20 years. All
pure stuff. $1.50 per gallon. Guaranteed to be chemically pure.
Round Oak Heating Stoves
' Ire made or belected iron, a..11 joints grcund, guarantt eil to keep fire all night and to
last longer thin any other stove made. We have ten different sizes in stock.
Majestic Ranges
These household joys do their own talking. They crc (1)spepsia,:econornize in file:
and make life a pleasure instead of a buctlen.
Full line of sporting goods, shells, fine cuttlery,
etc.
FORBES ei&. 13
There Are Solo Points
That Are Feli,
For Instance. Our Low Prices
—ON—
Building Materia!, Hardware, Paints, Oils and
Glass.
313..M.G-- /Soc. II-.31LiaLlIROIDti=3
IT is FAcT
That low pries are created and maintained in
our store, others may make them for a day or so.
We hold them dovin all the time with a firm
hand while you take the benefit.
•
All Our Bargains
Are Genuine.
We do not sell imitations. We tell of the bar-
gains all the time and back up the telling with
the bargains. Match our 85.00 suit, $8.50 over-
coat or anything else that we sell if you can.
Mammoth Clothing & Shoe Co
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located in Jackson, Tenn. The mar-
riage will take place January 20th, ut
Greco church, Hopkinsville, Ky.
t t t
Hooss NV-keen:el.-Mr. Peter Fox, of
Howell, gave a party Fri. night, the oe
casion being his entry into his new resi
deuce'. A large gathering of the young
people of the vicinity graced the cuter
tainmeut by their presence. The fin
tare of the evening was dancing which
was engaged in until the "wee sera'
bouts." Au elegaht supper was served.
Among the Hopkiuseille young men
who attended w-ore Messrs. Hairy Hol-
ton, I. Fletcher Campbell, Logan Bout-
ware and Dr. James Otey Cook.
t t
SUNDAY.-Mr. Antos A. Robin-
son, a prosperous young planter of Bluff
Springs, and MISR Hattie 13. Clark,
daughter of Mr. Watt Clark, a v. ell-
k 'town North Christian farmer. *ere
united in marriage Sunday evening
at 7 o'clock at Dogwood Chapel, Rev.
B. F. Hyde officiated.
sit
ENJOYAM.E.-Pretty Miss Annie Bred-
die, a Church Hill belle, was the hostess
Fri. night of a delightful entertaiment
*tech took place at the hoseitable home
of liar parents. Over a hundred guests
were present and the evening was thor-
oughly enjoyed by every one. Delicious
refreshments were served. The party
was given in honor of the Misses Hord
and Cayce, of Beverly.
fit
WITIIERS.-The removal from the city
of Mr. W. J. Withers is a source of sin-
cere and constant regret to all who are
so fortunate as to enjoy an acquain•
tauceship with him. H3 was recognized
as one of the community's most valued
eitizens. It will he indeed difficult to
fill his place. As Mayor of the city of
Hopkinsville for two successive terms he
so carefully guarded the ev ter interest
of the people us _to deserve their cordial
gratitude. Mr. Withers was prominent
socially and in business circles, and a
power in local politics. The good will
of all the people of this section follows
Mr. Withers to his new home in Den-
ver, Colorado.
• t t
ENTERTAINED -The Butte City News.
of Moutanaaof a recent date, contained
the following item in its society notes :
"Mr. and Mrs. Alex Anderson gave
delightful party Thursday evening in
honor of Miss Etta David, of Hopkins
ville, Ky. About forty guests were
presents.
t t
Sesner..-The Mr. Sebree, for whom
Sebree City was named, is Col. E. G.
Sebree, of Trenton, Ky., who was one
of the projectors of the Evansville, Hen-
derson & Nashville Railroad, says the
Henderson Gleaner. Mr. Maw was a
member of the American Contract Com-
pany, Lessees, by whom this road was
operated under the name of the St.
Louis & Southeastern. It is now the L
& N. Mr. Sebree was also, later, for
several years President of the St. Ber-
nard Coal Company at Earlington. He
is now confined to his home, an invalid.
+
UNDERHILL-The next attraction of-
fered by the Library Association will be
a mouodram performance by Mr. Charles
Underhill, one of the meat famous im-
personators in the world. He comes to
Hoplunsville under a positive guarantee
to be the peer of Mr. Leland Powell;
Mr. Underhill's date of engagements is
towards the middle of next month,
_ iii
Mr. Alexander Steele Cox received a
pretty Christmas gift Saturday. It is a
lovely girl baby.
+ + t
Dr. E. P. Russell may make another
trip to Scotland, according to Madam
Rumor. He won't go alone.
t
All the members of the "As You Like
It' Club will keep open honeeNewYear's
day. At night a reception will be
given.
+ + t
Mr. Gus Brannon, of Owensboro, will
after the middle of January cease, it is
said, paying regular Sunday visits to
Hopkitaville.
+ it
The tip comes pretty straight that a
prominent young physician who recent-
ly removal to this city will wed a belle
of a neighboring city in February.
t t t
Announcement cards of the Monarch-
McKenzie nuptials were received in the
city yesterday. Enclosed was this card:
"At home after the seventh of January,
Owensboro, Kentucky."
Just as good for babies and ehilaren-
absolutely harmless. We mean Dr.
Bell's Pine-Tar-Heney, of course.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
A history of the wars that Spain has
fought-especially those fought with
her colonies-shows that she never ob-
served strictly the laws of civilized ar-
fare, but has always depended upon as-
sassination, having the leading officers
of the enemy poisenset or led lilt) some
sort of trap by their supposed friends,
by men who enlist in the enemy's cause
for the purpose of betraying their su-
periors at the first opportunity. During
the Ten Years War in Cuba there were
numbers of attempts made to poison
Macro, but he seemed to bear a charm
ed life, as every effort made against his
life failed. It is now said to be a posi-
tive fact that since the beginning of the
present war Dr. Zertucha made several
attempts so poison MUM), and that once
or twice he made the General very sick
with his slow poison, but that the true
cause of his sickness was not at the
time suspected by his troops, and that
only after his betrayal on December ath
the men, looking back ova? the past,
realized what had been going on for
some time and what they ought to have
seen from the very first. But the friend-
ship, or rather the supposed friendship,
of Zertucha for hiaceo was of such long
standing that it diearmed suspicion.
Spain should be read out of the family
of civilized nations.
I want to close out what pianos and
organs I have on hand before the fine of
January. 1897. I have 2 upright pianos
that have been used one year, they are
as good as new. I will sell one of
them at $175 and the other at $200. I
also have several good organs that you
eau buy at a bargain. Easy monthly
jayments. Goo. H. SMITH.
Tel. 81-4.
I have determined to close out all of
Dr. T. G. Yate's stock of jewelry,
watches, clocks, spectacles, &c., at
what they will sell for, regardless of
cost. Give me a look before you buy.
I will make the price to suit you,
R. C. Hardeick.
PEOPLE AND POLITICS.
"The Maj." and His Two
Affidavits.
COMMITTEE MEETING.
A Few Straws. Short and Long. Which Give
In alklingat the Wind's Drift.
"Dia you read what the Owensboro
Messatoger said about the little piece of
psper which Major Crumbaugh le hold-
ing over Frank's head?" neked a NEw
ERA reporter this mernieg of a n an who
knows the Major iutimutely and is his
trusted friend. '
.'Yes, but it is not a paper signed by
Franks that the latter has I know pos-
itively that the Major has no Finch pa-
per. Ile is eoing the laamoelai act
with other papers. He has' in his pos-
session, for I've Befill them, affidavits
sworn to by Mastar Commissioner W.
T. Fowler and Jailor Tom Williamson,
to the effect that in their presence
Franks positively stated that he would
not apply for the Collectorship but
would support Major Crumbaugh.
THE COLLECTORSHIP.
Arent those statements given to
Major Crnmbaugh by Mr. E. T. Franks,
which fir effect were that Franks would
not Le an applicanefor the collectorship
of the Owensboro district, but would
endorse Crumbaugh for the office, Major
Cruntbaugh, it was learned from a eclat-
'ble source yesterday, states that he has
the statement in black and white over
Mr.Franks' signature, can and will pre-
sent it when it becomes necessary. The
matter has lain dormant for some time,
but is likely to break forth with renew-
ed fury when the fight is further on.
It :ppears from the manner in whieh
Frauks' friends mention his name in
eoneoction with the collectorship that
they are courting a scrap with the
Maj r and the exposure of their candi-
date.
LIGE FOR coLI.ErrOR.
A Fraukfort letter to the Louisville
Post save:
lie Hon. Lige Sebree, of Hender-
son is here on a visit to friends. It is
said Mr. Sebree is going to make a
stem g pull for the Owensboro Col-
lectbrship."
AFTTR PIE.
-There are fourteen announced candi-
dates for office in Union comity.
PROSPECTIVE CANDIDATES.
Gus W. Richardson, of Meade; Rob-
ert Creen, of Franklin; W. B. Gibson.
of Garrard, and Green R. Kellar, of
Nicholas, are prospective (-undulates for
Democratic nomination for Clerk of
Court of Appeals next year.
HUNTER WILL CONTEST.
Mr. A. Herd. Dr. Hunter's private
seer. tary says that notice of contest will
be es reed on John S. Rhea before De-
cenibar 27.
SII01.71.D COME FROM CHRISTIAN.
We have a man in the person of Jas.
II. :Nyman, our present effieient comi-
ty attorney, who'd make it desperately
interestingly for Keys; and if you Dem-
ocratic boys across; "the creek" will
help us we'll have a nice fight-later on.
What do you say ?-Calloway Times.
Something to Depstid On.
Mr. Jam et Jones, of the drug firm of
Jowls & Son, Cowden, Ill„ ill speaking
of Dr. King's New Discovery, says that
last winter his wife was attacked with
lagrippe, and her case grew. so serious
that Physicians at Cowden and Paint
ceuld do nothing for her. It seemed to
develop into hasty consumption. Hav-
ing Cr. King's New Discovery in the
store, and waling lots of it, he took a
bottle home, and to the surprise of all
she beszun to get better from first dose,
and half dezen dollar bottles cured her
sound and well. Dr. King's New Dii-
covery for oonsumptione coughs and
colts is stuert %teed tom) it is geed work.
Try It. Free trial koalas ut R. IL Herd
wick's drug store. Regales tine 50 eta
arid $1.0o.
AS WE SAID.
Tho following editorial paragraph
from the Murray Ledger bears out the
prediction made beet week by the Ns:ei-
ne% :
"We would say for the benefit of
thoee elm would have it otherwise that
James Coleman is NOT a candidate for
commonwealth's attorney but an an-
nounced candidate for comity attorney."
COMMONWEALTH'S ATTORNEY.
Tais county's candidates for the office
of prosecuting attorney of alai district
are becoming thick. It is almost a sure
thitie that loth W. R. Howell and
James B. Allensworth will offer for the
Democratic nomination, and it is ru-
mored that Jack Haubery, city judge,
will also enter the ring.
THE POPS.
The Populist State Central Committee
will meet in Louisville, December 31.
FIRS f DISTRICT.
The Pops intend to get something
taggible, and are echerniug for legisla-
tive places in the First district.
In the First district Ben 0. Keys is
ant:enticed as a candidate for Congress
two years hence.
--
HE IS APPRECIATED.
Mr. Barney A. 13'Pool is one of the
Government's most highly appreciated
servants. Of late his health has not
been sufficiently robust for the confin-
ing duties; required of him in the Treas-
ury Department at Washington.
Through the courteous and kind influ-
ence of Secretary Carlisle, his warm
friend, Mr. P'Pool has been transferred
to the Interior Department, and toe
pointed chief of the San Carless; Indian
Agency in Arizona, the climate of which
is quite beneficial to his health.-Cadiz
Telephone.
NEXT MAY.
The Republican Executive Committee
of Christian county met in this city
Saturday, for the purpose of appointing
a time andselecting the manner of nom-
inating a ticket for the county :Mete to
be filled at the November election, 1897.
Most of the committee were present,
as well as a large number of candidates
for the different offices
After a long consultation it 'f-as de-
cided that the nominations be made by
the Executive Committee on the last
Saturday in May, 1897.
IMPORTANT MEETING.
To-morrow an important meeting of
the Democratic Committee, of this, the
Third, Judicial district will be held.
E. P. Phillip, of Calloway, chairman
of tne Committee, made the call last
night, and designated Paducah as the
fluee of meeting. Why he named a
town outside of the district is not
known,
The will be held for the pur-
pose of considering the time and
method of nominating candidates for
District Judge and Commonwealth's
ek(E;.taTtprroh.oenplooteh,yilli
Murray, Callovvay; P
inmate° is cemposed of Ike
Pembroke, Christian county •
Eddyville, Lyon; Felix K
. Grasti, Cadiz, Trigg.
• -
At a consultation, the committee ap
pointed by the Demo:0_ tic State, Contra
WIT.I. NOT CONTEST.
•
Committee, consisting of Chairman
Johnson, of the State Central Commit-
tee, Chairman Sommers, of the State
Campaign Connuitte, and State Sena-
tor Goebel, it svas decided to abandon
the contest of the election of Republican
presidential electors. 'rho niezon given
for this action was inability to raise suf.
ficieet funds to make the contest. The
committee was heavily in debt at the
dose of the enrupaign and when volun-
tary contributions were asked to carry
on the conk-et, less than $200 Wall re-
ceived. It would have required $1,000
or $1,500 to have properly conducted it.
FORTY. BEHIND.
Forty sheriffs of the Stete have not
settled in full. After January 1 they
must pay a penalty of 0 per cent.
POOR ILL-CsED BRADLEY.
The Hon. William O'Connell Brad-
ley, Governor of Kentucky, has always
seem( .1 to be a vigorous person, and it
looks kronk to catch him lii the are of
pitying himself. "I think I have been
the most ill-used executive officer in the
country,'' he is reported as saying;
"everybody, it seeing, wants to tell me
what to do." But if this is 1111 Gover-
nor Brndley has to complain of, he is
perfectly well used. Everybody in Ken:
tueky has the right and privilege to tell
him what to do. And he has a perfect
right not to do it, if he doesn't choose.
Governor Bradley shouldn't get into
the habit of regardieg himself as injun
ea became people afflict hitu with ad-
vice. It lea medicine which will often
keep, hit it does no harm to have it in
the house, even if you don't want to
take it.-New York Sun.
STIA('EF:LeoRD some RUN.
Col.,Saon Shackelford, of Oweneboro,
will he a candidate for Clerk of the
Court of .1repeu1e. A letter to the NEW
Fats from a close friend of the Colonel
states this fart positively. His friends
believe that his chances are exceedingly
good. He Is a sterling young Democrat
and did valuable service for the party
in the late election.
SlEIZETT FOR SENATOR.
Billie Sterett, the newspaper wrecker,
has bobbed up as eandidate for Sentare
from the Tenth District, composed of
Haneock, Breckenruare, and Meade
emptiest. Billie is living with his pa at
Ilaweeville.
THOsE AFFIDAVITS.
Major Crutubaugh has armed himself
with the' affidavit of the Christian Coun-
ty Repnblican Committee, stating that
E. T Franks, in consideration of the
thirty-six votes of Christian county be-
ing cast for him in the nominating con-
vention held at l'il ad isonville,agreed that
he •(Frankelwould not be an applicant
for the Collectorship of the Owensboro
district and that-he would support Major
Crumbaugh for the office. The Major
has exhibited these affidavits to more
than one prominent Republean in the
district and is willing that the Messen-
ger publish the fact, in view of Mr.
Franks' denial that be ever entered into
such a deal. The affidavits are in due
form and sworn to. -0 w en shore M essen-
ger.
Cracked hands and chapped skin cur-
ed in one night by applying Suther-
land's Eagle Eye Salve.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Senator Allen's resolution providing
for a Senate Committee "on the use of
money in elections" ought to be odopt-
ea, as it might in some measure prevent
such an extensive use of money as was
made at the last election. The knowl-
edge that the public was to know how
much money they spent arid from what
sources they got the money would pre-
vent National Committees from prac-
ticing a great many frauds that they
have been practicing in the pasta The
people have the right to know how
much money is spent, what it is spent
for and especially who contributed it.
That knowledge would throw consider-
able light on subsequent legislation and
would prevent a great deal of injustice,
as members of Congress would not have
the gall to enact legislation in return
for money contributed to their campaign
fund, as they have been accustomed to
do in the past. Fe& instance, the Re-
publican majority in the next Congress
would not have the nerve to make the
tariff to suit the manufacturer's when it
knew that the entire country was aware
of how mach the mattufacturers paid to
Hanna's corruption fund, and would be
able to see through the whole scheme
when the tariff was made in proportion
05 the contributions-those concerns
contributing the most, getting the most
"protection," that is, being allowed to
rob the people on a higher scale.
Old feeple.
Old people who require medicine to
r leulaa• the towels and kidneys will
n I the true remedy in Electric Bitters.
Tha neeticine does net stimulate mind
• ntains eo whisky or other intoxicant1
b a acre at; a tome and elterative. It
..cts milely on the stomach and bowel.,
adding strength and givingume to the
organs, thereby aiding Nature in the
performance of the funetions. Electric
Bitters is an excellent appetizer and aids
darestion. Old People find it just ex
telly what they need. Price fifty Cents
and $1.00 per bottle at R. C. Hardwick's
drug store,.
It is said in Washington, and every
citizen in the country will be glad to
hear thut the negotiations for the adop-
tion of a general arbitration treaty be-
tween the United States and Great
Britain covering all possible subjects of
differences likely to arise between tbe
two nations are nearing a successful
conclusion, and within a month will be-
agreed upon. The treaty is to continue
for five years. It will not include the
Venezuelan or seal fisheries questions.
for they are already the subjects of spe-
cial arbitration agreements, but wil;
cover the Alaskan boundary dispute and
all deems of differences that may arise
during the existence of the treaty.
Secretary Olney and Sir Julian Pannee-
fote, the British Ambassador, are anx-
ious to terminate these negotiations
speedily. Secretary Olney is in a hurry
about the matter because he wants to
get the credit of having concluded with
England an arbitration treaty that will
mark an advance in the world's civili
zation, while Ambaorador Pauncefote
and his Government know that the new
Atitniuistration will be so busy distrib-
uting pie during the first year or two of
its life that it will not have any time
left to attend to the nation's business.
This treaty will be one of the most im-
portant that the world has ever
known, as it will settle peacefully,with-
out the shedding of a drop of blood, any
(inferences that may mita betwe ‘11 the
two most powerful nations of the earth.
THE MODERN MOTHER
Has found that her little ones are im-
proved more by the pleasant Syrup of
Figs, when in need of the laxative effect
of a gentle remedy thateby any other,
and that it is wore acceptable to them.
Children enjoy it and it benefits them.
The true remedy, Syrup of Figs, as
mannfactured by the California Fig
Syrup Company only.
Bromides from life, any size, at half
price at Anderson (eatery. d3t-wIt
Don't buy your toys for aimed until
A FIENDS WORK.
Women Gagged, Bound and
Repeatedly Outraged.
SENTENCE COMMUTED
A Newport Lady Suiciles by Throwing Herself
Headforemost Intea Deep Well.
A NATIONAL BANK'S VERY BAD FAILURE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Colunabus, Ind., Dec. 21.-The family
of Tom Cambial, who resides county
several miles from here, suffered t trribly
treatment last night. While the male
members of the family were away from
home, a white man, who was a stranger
to the family, suddenly entered the
the house, and before the mother and
two daughters got over their fright the
stranger had thrown them upon thefloor
and gagged and bound them so that
they could neither make any outcry nor
resistance. The man then repeatedfy
outraged the two girls, who were pow-
erless to resist. After remaining at t1te
house several hours-in fact, until nifti-
ly daylight-the man finally took his
departure, leaving the unfortunate girls
and their mother still gagged and
bound. After daylight seine of the
neighbors very fortunately happened to
go to the house, and finding the women
in their awful position, released them.
The news was eoon spread over the
neighborhood, and in a short while a
posse of citizens went in search of the
lecherous villian, tut up to noon had
not found any trace of him. If the map
is caught he will be huug viethont the
formality a of trial.
SENTENCE COMMUTED.
[SPE6A1, TO NEW ERA].
Chattanooga, Tenn., Dec. 21.-The
death sentence of John Leznmons, the
noted Coal Ora.' k murderer who-wasi to
have been hung in this city to-day, has
been commuted to life imprisonment by
Governor Turney. Sheriff Bush receiv-
ed a dispatch hem the Governor late
last night directing him not to hang
Lemmons to-day, but instead to take
him to the penitentiary, where he will
remain the balance of his life. The pre-
parations had all been made for the
for the hangiely, which was to have oc-
curred early this morning.
Lemmo us murdered Constable Eugene
Lynch. The jury that tried the case,
the Circuit Judge, who presided at the
trial, the prosecuting attorney and 3,000
caizens signed the petitionlor tile-com-
a
muntation.
IN A WELL.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Newport, Ky , Dee. 21.-There was a
sad suicide iu this city this morning.
Mrs. Charles Thompson, a most estima-
ble woman, who had been in bad health
so long that her mind had become af-
fected, ended hex existence by throwing
herself headfieremost into a well on
her place. Before eliding her life, Mrs.
Thomplon attempted to kill all of her
children, but) as sonic of them were
large enoughlto make effectual resist-
ance, she failed in her insane purpose,
she, however,: injured two of them quite
seriously. After failing in her attempt
to kill her children, Mrs. Thomson ran
from the house and must have instantly
thrown hersalf into the well, as the
children could not find her when they
went into the yard a few moments af-
terwards. Tbe alarm was given and
after considerable searching the body of
the nnfortunete lady was found lying
at the bottonaof the well, which was a
very deep One.
•
A BIG CRASH.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Chicago, III., Dec. 21.-There was a
great deal of excitemcut among busi-
ness men here to-day when it was an-
nounced thetone of the largest Nation-
al banks in tliis city had made a most
terrible failute. The crash was fearful,
an it is undefttood that it carries down
with it several of the biggest concerns
in the city amid also weakened a number
of othor bauks. A great deal of crook-
eduess is alleged by the public, brit how
much is trae[is not know-n as yet.
A D Eli U LTER R ETU R NS.
(slat I AI. TO NEW Ella]
Newpoit, Ity , Dec. 21.-'Ir. Hetsch
the defaultina postmaster of this city,
has rettiauell to his home here, his
bondsmen hies lug paid the shortage,
which amounted to a little over five
thousand dollars.
A WAR OFFICE OFF ITS BASE.
[SPEICIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washiugtain, Dec. 21.-The Spanish
War Office says that it is able to mobi-
lize as many as 500,000 fresh troops, in
addition to those engaged in Cuba and
the Philippines, that large orders have
been placed abroad for arms and ammu-
nition, and that it veill be ready for any
complications with other nations-
meaning the Uniten Stake-that may
grow out of the rebellion in Cuba. The
War Office also declares that the princi-
pal inhabitants of Ceiba would support
Spain against the United States.
PUSHENG THE CONTEST.
[SPVIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky., Dec. 21.-The Re-
publican State Campaign Committee
has decided to push the contest against
W. B. Smith, the only Bryan elector
chosen in Kentucky.
HIS HEAD IS LEVEL.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Waehington, Dec. 21.-The Spanish
Prime Minister, Canova', says: "While
I am Prattler, Spain vent not provoke a
conflict with the United States, but I
will brook no attack on the 'sovereignty
of Spain." Cauovae evidently knows
on which sale of his biscuit theoleoruar-
gerine is smeared.
Dr. Bell's-Pine-Tar- Honey keeps chil-
you have esamined John Griffith's as- aeon front °mashing all night.
sortintaa. Prices very low, Sold by Al. 0. Hardwick.
i
RESuLU I luN DEFL Al LD.
111112-CIAL TO NEW Rad I
Cincinnati, 0., Dec. 105.-The warm-
est reunion that the Fedexation of Labor
delegates eter la-hi wits the one of this ,
morning. A resolution was offered
soon after the session opened in which
the Supreme Court of the United States
was condemned in strong terms for up-
holding what is geLeraly termed
"governtneut by injunction." As soon
as the resolution was read there was a
great confusion and much ex-
citement all over the hall.
President Gompers and a num-
ber of others were on then feet at
once-all tieing to talk at the same
time. Finailly President Gompers got
the floor amid spoke against the reeolto
Lion and dealared that it ought not to
pees, that it would injure the Federa-
tion of Lahor while it would not hurt
the Suprema Court. He declared that
the Federution was not a political or-
ganization and intat not be dragged
into politics. •After a number of
speeches ina both sides of the question a
l
vote was t en and the resolution was
defeated bie good majority. 
M A lirilti-ST--T11-- —AN-QU IL.
[SPECIAL TO NEW seal
Washington, D. .C., Dec. 21.-The
Spanish Mibister has cabled his Gov-
ernment that he has had a conference
with Secretary Olney, in which he was
assured that Cleveland would not 
n 
rec-
rest tranquil until March
oguize the ndependece of Cuba, de-
spite the action of Congress, and that
Spain migi4 
at least. ?
1—IN LUCK.
[sFsoiso TO NEW ERA]
Sewauee !Tenn., Dec. 19.-Dr. E. A.
Hoffman, cif New York, has just given
the Univeasay of the South, at this
place $35,000 in cash and property val-
ued at $15,000.
DRWEN FROM TuWN.
[StECIAL TO NEW ERA]
OldtownaTenn., Dec. 19.-Jane Gor-
don, the worm] whom Marion Hatfield,
just before Ihe was hung Tuesday, im-
plicated in the murler for which-lie
suffered theI death penalty, was this
moruing given a a-hipping and driven
from the tOwn by a gang of men and
boys, who declared there was not room
in the little place for such a character
as she had been shown to be.
Ahother Elopement.
Before loirg Lafayette will be a town
of young tenurial people. Another
elopement and marriage took place Fri-
morning. Dir. Lacey Davison and Miss
Lotta Itagtelale ' were the contracting
persons. They had been sweethearts
for some tiMe. as
The bride!, who is a daughter of Mr.
James Itagedale, of Lafayette, and a
neice of Mr. W. E. Ragsdale, of this
city', has been teaching school, near
Squire Cayee's farm, five miles South-
west of popkiLsville. Mr. Davidson
had been visiting her often. He urged
her to marry hint, she consented, pro-
viding heal:mad gain the permission of
her parent*. Mr. Davison saw Mr.
Ragsdale aiid asked for the daughter's-
hand. ,e-Mr.; Ragsdale refused to give his
sanction toithe marriage, and announc-
ed that hei would take, his daughter
home at t*e end of this. week. Late
yesterday f tetnoon, Mr. Davisonper-
suaded 
tht 
young lady to become hie
wife. He !came to Hopkinsville and
Deputy Coenty Clerk Prowse issued the
license. '
Early this; morning, the couple were
married. They came to the city this
morning amid ate breakfast at the resi-
dence of Mr. W. S. Beaks. Later in
the day they drove to the farm of the
groom's relative, Mr. Prank Lacey,
where they will stay until the ire of the
bride's parents subsides. Mrs. Davison
Is an intelligent and lovable young wo-
man, who is well known in this city.
The groom is a prominent young farm-
er.
What the L. & N. Made.
For the second week of December.
1896, the gross earnings of the L. & N.
railroad were : f re lelet, $34065.6 ; passen-
ger,e6S,6 5; ruiscellaneous, $28,420:
total, $437, i00, which was a decrease of
$3,695 when compared with correspond-
leg week of 1895, but an increase of
$21,665 over 1894, an increase of $30,660
over 1893, t ut a decrease 0102.3.53 from
1892.
For the first two weeks of December,
1896, the Ore earning were: freight,
$675,665; passenger, te41,315; miscellan-
eous, $5n3.80; total. $873,770, which was
an increase of $2,270 over corresponding
two weeks lief 1895, an inerenee of feeS,930
over 1894, an increase of $80,8C5 over
1893, but a decree e of$77.400 from 1e92
From Jully 1st 1896 to December 14th
1896-both dat..8 inclusive-the gross
earnings Were: freight, $7.008,487: pas-
senger, $1,093,430; miscellaneous, 
881; totu1.4(,:la2,798. which was a de-
crease of ,925 when compared with
correeponling period of 1895. but an in-
crease of $324,455 r 18e4, and an in-
crease of 34,82.2 over 1e93, but a de-
crease of a972,402 frcm 1892. Mileage,
2,984.
Tips Is no Merry Jest.
The Br
ing a pap
publish a
brained.
ken Chronicle says: Edit-
r is a nice linsiness. If we
ike, people, say we are rattle-
f we publish original matter
they say NO don't give 'em selections.
If we givh 'em selections, we are too
lazy to w te. If we give a man a puff,
we are p ial. If we compliment the
ladies, ware publishing a paper not fit
to make a bustle of. If we don't call
every old ituaid at social affairs inane!-
some,1 we re soared. If we pronounce
them all 
hth
dsome, we are short on ad-
jectives, Or vocabulary limited. If we
remain in 'our effice we are too proud to
mingle with the common herd. If we
are on the street, we are not attending
to business. If we run with rich folks
people say we are stuck up.: If we wear
poor clothes, business is dull. If ye
wear gooa clothes, we don't pay for
them. New, what shall we do? Some
may say we stole this from an exchange
-and we did, and that exchange stole
it from aupther-and so on ad infinitum.
The Clarksville Fire.
The losses from the Clarksville fire
foot up about $110,500, with insurance
amounting to $76,900. The heaviest
losses were: Jos. Rosenfield & Co., de-
partment !store, building and stock, val •
ned at $9 11e 00, insured for $55,000; the
Daily and Semi-Weekly Times; building
owned by the Fidelity Trust and Safety
Vault Oodipany of Louisville, loss $7,000
insurancla $6,000 ; newspaper plant, own-
ea by the rTiuues Publishing Company,
valued at about $5,000, insurance $2,300.
Tax Assessments.
There poree little stir among the
tax paye of Elktou over a heavy raise rho au,
in the. tax tuwessment by the Local man.
Boart he board has increased the 1111111""
t neatly $10,0004
 4/11.11114.• 
DARING STAND TAKEN
By the Man Who Is Presi-
dent With a Great f3ig P.
THE CALL OF THE MAN.
Cleveland Intends to Deft thc Congress of the
. United States 'n Rega-d to the
Cutan Pilate
[SPECIAL. TO NEW us]
Washington, Dec.1' 20.--Secretary Ol-
ney, being asked hie' opinion as to the
nature and effect of the proposed revo-
lution recognizing the ii...easneletice of
the Republic of Cabe, said: have AO
objection to stating My own view et the
resolutiun reepectirtg the independence
of the so-called Republic of Cuas,
Avhich,-it is reported, is to be laid tiefore
the Senate on Monday. Indeed, as there
are likely to be serious misapprehensions
garding such reeolution, both in this
country and abroad, Red, as such appre-
hensions may have injurious results of
a grave character it is pexhap ray duty
to point out that the resolution, if
passed by the Senate, est probably be
regarded only as an expression of opin-
ion by the eminent gentlemen who vote
for it in the Senate, and, if passed by the
House of Representatives, can only be
regarded another expression of opinion
by the eminent gentlemen who vote for
it in the House. •
TILE SOLE POWER.
"The power to recognize the E0--ailed
:1,epublic of Cuba as an independent
State rests exclusively with the Etecu-
tive. A resolution on the subject by
the Senate or by the Houle, by loth
bodies or one, whether concurrent or
joint, is inoperative as legislation, and
is important may as advice of great
weight voluntarNy tendered to the Ex-
ecutive regarding the manner in which
he - shall exercise his constitutional
functions. The operation and effect of
the proposed realution, therefore. even
if passed by both houses of Curie-re-se by
two-thirds vote, are very plain. It
may raise expectations in some quarters
which can never be realized.
CLEVELAND'S IIIND
"It may inflame popular passions,
both in this ootuitry Ruda-bee-here, may
thus put an peril the lives and property
of karfican citizens who are resident
and traveling abroad, and will certain-
ly obetruet and perhaps defeat the best
efforts of this Government to afford
such citizens due protection, but, except
in these ways and unless the advice em-
bodied in the resolution shall lead the
Executive to revise conclusions already
reached and officially declared, the reso-
lution will be without effect and will
leave unaltered the attitude of, this
G-overnmeet toward the two contend-
ing parties in Cuba."
The statemeINut cclm ieRFbl.Mr. Olney is
a subject of earnest dismission. On
some hands his potation is fully sustain-
ed, while on others it is admitted that
perhaps from a purely technical state-
ment of law the Secretary's position is
correct, but that certainly he violates
the the principle of the Constitution.
Supposing, they say, that the President
declared that he int/ended to recognize a
republic mid that Congress should pass
a resolution declaring it their judgment
that no such actiou should be taken,
would be possible for the President,
in view olaboth the Senate and the
House, to set aside the Executive prero-
gative and recognise a republic. This
constitutional point has for the time be-
ing supplanted in interest the resolution
itself, and it is known when the resolu-
tion is brought forward for discussion
that a debate of considerable interest
and length will ensee on the subject.
The finest prescripticanst ill the South
at Hardwick's.
DEATH RESULTED PROM DROPSY.
Hr. John A. Meese's Died Last N.*, to at
Dia Home in Pell.
Mr. Joan K. Keeeee, a prominent and
wealthy citizen of South Christian, died
last night at his home near Bell.
He had been a victim of dropsy for a
long time, and for several weeks he had
been lying at the point of death.
The deceased was seventy-two years
old. He leaves a family. He removed -
to Bell from Clarksville several years
ago. When he was in the former place
he was engaged in the tobacco business.
I have the tinest,h watch workman in
the South. Let ine have your work.
It. C. Hardwick.
Though Macro I dead, the cause for
which heafougat ll liVe a.
Ail kinds of solid and plated silver-
ware at cut prices st Hardwick's
It is said that Mace() had a premeni•
Han of approaching death. It is more
than probable thee that premonition
arose from a thonmgh knowl; dge of
Spanish methods o warfare..
Mr. Wattereonal trip to Etc • e
evidently affected, his mind, L
dares that he is estufirient that Grover
Cleveland will be. the nominee of the
Democractic partragain in 1900.
The coufidence that was so extensive-
ly talked of brftepublican leaders just
before and after the reocat election
hasn't yet put in an eppearance. Tame
who need money say it is as hard to bor-
row as it ever ware no matter. whit se-
curity is offered.
By what right dies Grover Cleveland
hold back the reactrt of Consul General b
Lee on the Cuban eituatiota: If thiegs
are so bad ou the ieland as to make him
fear that a plain recital of atm -facts of
Cuban warfare wouldanflame the peo-
ple beyond the bounds of a neutrality
he would like to have maintained until
he goes out of office, then they are 1-ad
enough to call for Uncle Sam's immedi-
ate intervention. Those members of
Congress who consider the rights of the
people should demand of Clevelsen the
publication of Gen. Lee's report. on the
Cul an situation, line keep on demand-
ing until he makes it public. Cengrals
certainly has the right to detnand ANY
Government report that tbe President
may ut any time have in his bate a.
CASTOR !!4
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-PUBLISHED HY - 
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ll be.
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i- t tiou question, because during the past , Geu• W'eyler islehtithel toanother I.i: I
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ADVERTISING RATES: -
One inch, first insertion . 1 50
One Inch, one month. 3 to
One inch, thred num hs  ft le
t
One inch, six the . tii
One inch, our year 15
Addltional rates may be heid by applica-
tion at the office.
Transient adtvrtising must be paid for in
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
collected quarterly.
All advertisements Inserted without spec-
ified time Will be charged for until ordrrrd
out.
Announcements of Marriages and Deaths,
cot exceesling tive aud nutters of
preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, ResoluttOn• of Respeet,
l&ad other similar notices, five crats per
- CLUBBING RATES:-
The WEEKLY' Nsw ERA laud the follow ng
paper 4,610 year:
Wrekly Cineincinnati Enquirer. 
weekly St. Louis Republic
lartnl-VV•eiklv (Hobe-Democrat. 
Weekly Nashville Sun. . .......
Home and Farm ........ 
75
75
COURT DIRECTORY.
CIRCCTIf COCRT-First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
. -
Umber.
tiCARTERLY COURT-Second Mondays
in anearv, April. July and October.
FISCAL COURT-First Tuesday in April
and October.
CONTY Coeur-First Monday in eeery
month. •
A STRANGE CUSTOM.
One of the things that no man has
ever been able to understand is why
women will persist in carrying their
pocket-books in their hands and wear-
ing their watches dangling from a
chain at their belt. In the large citiee
there are daily dozens of complaints
made to the police department by wo-
men who have had their watches and
pocket-books snatched by thieves while
walking along the streets. As long as
the women persist in keeping their jew-
elry and money in full view of every
dmhonest person they may meet, they
need not be surprised at being robbed
and when they are,,they ought not to
complain. Their habit of exposing
their valuables is not only very foolish,
but it is downright wrong, as it tempts
many people to steal who might not
otherwise do so. Again a woman will
go into a big store in a large city and
will lay her pocket down ou the count-
er and theni becoming interested in the
bargains, will wander off to some other
part of the store forgetting entirely
where she left ker purse, which may
all the while be Tying right under the
nose of some poor clerk, who probably
geta only enough wages to barely keep
body and soul together, tempting him
to steal, becanee he knows he can take
it and never be caught, as the store be-
ing crowded, it would be supposed that
somebody in the crowd stole it. Many
persons now within prison walls have
said that they began their downward
carter by yielding to temptations placed
before them in that very way. We have
always understood that women have
pocketa about their clothes-although
we have never seen the opening to one
-and that being the case, it ie simply
imposeible to understand why they will
persist in carrying watches, parses, &c.,
&c., where they will tempt weak peo-
ple and where they can be so easily
stolen. A purse in a woman's pocket
would be as safe from thieves as it
would be in the strongest bank vault in
therrountry-soo man on earth would
evex find it-in fact, no man could af-
ford eia wane the time looking for it
unless it contained a colossal fortune.
It is to be hoped that the mach-talked-
of ••new woman" will soon be able to
induce her sisters to adopt a more sen-
sible and a safer custom in regard to
the wearing of watchee and the carry-
ing of pocket-books than they have
heretofore practiced.
A DISGRACE TO THE COUNTRY.
It is a very great pity that the reeolu-
tions recognizing thsiba as a free and in-
dependent Government can not be
paseed by the present Congress. One of
the worst features of the matter is the
reason for their failure to pasa. The
Senate Ls in favor of the resolutions, and
ninety•nine one-hundredths of the peo-
ple of the country are in favor of them,
not only in favor of them, but are hold-
ing meetings in almost every State,
county, city, town, village and hamlet
and demanding that the men whom they
vented) represent them at Washington
pass 'some resolution recognizing the
Cubane as a free people, but the Foreign
Relations Committee of the House sim•
ply refuses to pay the &lightest attention
to the wiahes of the people, becaume a
handfull of Wall street gamblers, headed
by Grover Cleveland, order them to do
otherwise. The fact that the Republi-
can majority of the Howie belongs body
and soul-if it has any, which in view
of their conduct is exceedingly doubtful
-to Wall street gamblers was never so
clearly shown as it has been in the mat-
ter of these Cuban resolutions, fur it is a
notorious fact that up to a few hours be-
fore the report of the resolutions by the
committee to the Senate, the Foreign
Relations Committee of the Howse
was unanimously in favor of the passage
of them and fully determined to
reeommend their passage to the House,
when suddenly a change came over the
spirit of ita dream, the members dis-
covered that -business would be die-
turned ;"-an order had come from their
masters in Wall street, they mast kill
the bill in the committee-room, becanse
if it shoald get before the House a [ma-
jority of the members might becorue
excited by appeals to their suppooed
manhood, to their sense of justice, that
they might on the spur of the moment,
in sudden heat of passion, forget the
orders of their masters and pass it. No
man on that Foreign Relations Commit-
tee ought ever to be given another term
in Congress. The failure of the Cuban
resolutions to even get before the
House shows conclueively that the Wall
street gamblers are the legislators, to all
intents and purposes, when any impor-
tant matter comes up that demands
Congressional action. And just think,
the country will have to put up with
such a state of affairs four years longer!
A VERY IMPORTANT MATTER.
While everybody is stirred up over
the Cuban matter, the people should riot
lose sight of the immigration quemtion,
which is of vital importance to the en
tire country, hat they should take such
action in every State in the Union am
will make Congress see that something
must be done to shut out the undesira-
ble class of immigrants that have for
years been flocking to the United States.
So lax are our laws that the very woret
criminals of Europe can land in this
country and continue to lead the same
life that they led in Europe and on ac-
count of which they were driven from
the.r native land. This should all be
stopPcd- The laws should be made ao
rigid that ad foreigner without edn'ea-
tion, proof of plod character and enough
money to support him-and his family,
if he has one-for at least one year
should be annexed to hue+ at rine port of
the United States. We could and would
have just about sueh a law-in fact,
would have hail it yearn ego, lea fer th..
'cowardice of our politicians, who, rath-
er than run the risk of toeing • the
Totem of a taw foreign,: s now natural
teed in this country, will allow the very
furl of the earth to come here by the
ettelels- ste.seee
power to have the proper sort of a law
enacted they would have long ago forc-
ed:Congress to act. The Lodge bill will
hardly meet the requirements 'of the
matter, but it's better than the present
law.
SPAIN WAITED TO-0 LONG.
That the Spanish Government is be-
ginning to come to its senses aod look
the Cuban situation squarely in the face
is shown by the fact that Cauovas is
now talking of reforms in Cuba and
hinting at home rule. The talk of re-
forms and of home rule for Cuba come
too late. Nothing short of entire, abso-
lute independence will uow satiefy the
Cubans, and it is only a question of
time until they gain it. If the reforms
demanded had been made three or four
years ago all would be quiet in Cuba
now and the terribly fatal and cestly
war would have not occurred, but now
that the oppressed: down-trodden Cu-
bans have begun the war, hase. been
enimently successful from the ,very be-
ginning when suecess looked impossible.
and have Spain almOst conquAked they
have no idea of giving up their advan-
tage and accepting Spanish promises of
reforms. The Cubans would not de-
'terve to be free if they should at this
stage of the game be willing to listen to
any sort of a proposition for any kind of
a compromise. There is uot, however,
the slightest probability of their doing
such a thing.
The Vandalia was one of the railroads
that hauled many people going to Can-
ton during the recent campaign free of
charge and assured its employee that
the election of McKinley wag the only
thing necessary to insnre a return of
prosperity. McKinley was ele. teel last
month and will take his seat within less
than three months from now, but the
promised prosperity has not put in its
appearance yet. The Vanelalia has
served notice on its employes that a big
cut will be made in.their w*es on the
first day of January next. The labor-
ing men who voted for McKinley will
hnd out within the next year or two
that they made a big mistake in doing
so. but the discovery will do them little
good unless it prevents them from mak•
ing the same mistake in the election in
November 1900.
_
Primier Canovas Del Castilleo is coin-
ing to his stases now that be geed that
Spain may be forced out of Cuba by
your Uncle Sam. Canova/1 now says
that the recognition of the independence
or beligerency of Cuba brthe United
States wonld not in itself be a cases
BELLI. Canovas ought to have Bengt.
enough to know that Spain, unaided by
any other power. coald not hope to gain
anything in a fight with the United
States, but he says that Spain will fight
if this country does anything that would
threaten the Spanish sovereignty in
Cuba.
_ 
The Republicans Ray that the advent
of promised proeperity is delayed by the
lack of the high protective tariff law,
which they purposie to pass at the extra
session ; tte gold Democrats contend
that the delay is caused by the fear of
such legislation. In the meantime the
country suffers and there is great disap-
pointment in the single standard ranks.
Some of them are beginning to admit
that the silver men may, after all, have
been correct about the real cause of the
depression.
The people are beginning to get im-
patient and wishing that the fourth of
March were not !to far off, as they have
the curiosity to see how Mr. McKinley,
by making money perpetually scarce,
will bring about that prosperity of
which he was declared to be the advance
agent. Many people are so incredulous
as to believe that it can't be done at all.
Time, however, will expose t e empti-
ness of Republica promises as well as
the falacy of their arguments.
The white Republicans gay that it is
uot necessary to give the negroes any
offices-that promises will do them. The
negro, they eay, gets mad at first, but
by the time the next campaign begins
they promise him a "fair division of the
offices this time" and get him in a good
humor and get him to work and vote for
the party-and thengo throughthe same
performance just before the next elec-
tion. They have held his rote for more
than twenty ;five years inthat very way.
Something must be wrong in Aseoeiat-
ed Preen circles, or else with Lillian
Ruesell-for it seems that she paseed
through all of tat week without getting
a single divorce. We are very much in-
clined to believe that the fault lies with
the press, as it is not likely that Lillian
would have remained tied to one hus-
band for a whole week-at least she
hasn't been in the habit of doing that
way.
_ 
.
The Interstate Commerce Commission
-which does not do enorigh beneficial
work .to pay for the powder it would
take to put the members of it into the
next world--devotes eonittderable :mace
in its annual report to tedling why it
doesn't regulate inter-state commeree.
The Commission could be readily abol-
ished without doing any injury to any-
body but the commiegioners.
Tiliman does not miticipate any oppo-
sition in his race for the edace spert-
ing editor of the Cowmen:done' Record.
His first article will probably be an ac-
count of Cleveland's duck Lunt in South
Carolina waters and the amount of
snake mediciue consumed while on the
hunt.
Mrs. Hettie Green has begun to make
a fight on Mr. Joseph H. Choate.. She
does not want to see hire elected to re-
present New York in the United States
Senate. Hettie probably thiuks that
there are already too many hogs in the
Senate.
Somebody ought to semi Dr. Zertucha
a copy of "The Life of Benedict Arnold"
for a Christmas gift. It would probably.
be 'very hard to find out the doctoes
present address, but the book could be
mailed to Havana-in care of Weyler.
The wild, woolly and rantankerone
German Emperor is again on his t ar
about some action of the United States
Government that does net suit him. It
seems to be very hard to:run this coun-
try so as to suit the Kaiser.
And now COECIPS. the news that Nica-
ragua and Columbia want to go to war.
They have fallen out ever some little
islands that are not worth quarreling
about, but each is ready to bleed and die
in defense of its elaim,
The old man who looks out at the
world with el. ar and healthy ayes can-
not heti, feeling great gratification at
the thought that his children have in•
herited from him no weaknees nor ten-
dency to disease. The healthy old man
is the man who has throughout hia life
kept his dige-tieu good and his Mem
pure. Not one in a theusand does do
it. Germs go through the healthy body
without effect. Let diem once find
lodienient or le• them fled a weak spot,
they will develep by eete million und
the blood will be full di them. Instead
of giving strength to tie- tisnues, rt will
foree upon them v ntiveitieve matter,
and the man will d se fl !shan't the more
suseeptable to t Ittrtenso, De.
Pierce's Goldei. Medi .:1Dist•overy is the
only meth:Mee t. at let-iy and in-
fallibly eures ite . 0, te ',easels, and al-
most all' dieeesess are bides: doseass.a.
isdt lot IMMO tone partienar
so-ezi'led diseitee. It is AC , fer
the whole boey. It fere. s mit all lie
germs of disease and replaces impurdiesi
It is to be hoped that the numerous t
newspaper jokes being gotten off on the I
new m ber from Maryland mill not
drive Congressman Booze to drink.
Mob's Lawless Deeds
Bring on a Race War
OVER AT MAYFIELD.
One of Londou's leading literary crit-
ics say that "the short sentence is de-
cidedly the proper thiug." The aver- Arme
d Men Patrol the Streets and a Fight is
age penitentiary convict is of the s
ame
opinion.
The Washingtouiatis have raised a
ll
the money for the inaugural festivit
ies,
ball and all, and now if they will k
eep
real quiet Hanna will let them look ut
the parede.
_ 
._______
With Coneress shuttii g out illiterat
e
immigrante and compulsory education
being espoused by the Republicans, how
can that party hope to retain po
wer
much longer?.
That the voters of New York 
stand
greatly in need of Education is sho
wn
by the fact that 122,080 votes wer
e so
defective its to have to be thrown out at
the November el•ction.
_ 
_
The Spaniards don•t like the Cuban
flag because it has only one star on 
it.
If the Spaniards really want to see s
tars
-and lots of them, too-just let teem
"go up against" Vncle Sam onee.
Not until David-Be-tinett Hill rais
es
his voice in defense will the country 
be-
lieve that any of the recent Cuban r
eso-
lutions and speeches were intended as
criticisms of the administration's policy.
The title of Mr. Bryan's forthcoming
book, "The First Battle," is a very ap-
preterite one, as it is to Ise a history of
the recent campaign, es hich while it
was a battle royal was not a fight to the
finish.
Senator Sherman's declaration" that
"Congrees hail the power to make the
President obey" ham some force, but
where is the Senator going to get that
necessary two-thirds vote to "mdke the
President obey"?
The election of a Radical to the Pres-
idency of the Swiss Republic will make.
no marked chenge iu it: history.. , 'Melt
may come and men may go, but being
bated on justice and common sense the
Swiss Republic goe/e on forever.
If Secretary Olney hiss really assured
Spain that she will. have no cause of
war until McKinley is inaugurated, die
President ought to take hiln in hand
and administer one of his crtetomary re-
bukes. Mr. Olney is getting to big for
his place.
Ambassador Thos. F. Bayard's bitter-
est enemies even felt a little sympathy
for him when they read the announce-
ment that England's poet laureate, Al-
fred Austin, Nt (mid soon *rite a piece
about him. The man would be. a fiend
who would wish to punish the poor Am-
bassador any more severely.
The victory that Cleveland and Olney
gained in the Venezuelan controversy
seems to be very much like the victories
that Weyler gains over the Cubans. By
the way-why don't Grover give out
the text of that great and wonderful
treaty? The people would like to no
just what he and Olney did sign.
_
McKinley may recognize the gold
Democrats bv making Mr. M. E. Ingalls,
the President of the Big Four and of
the Chesapeake & Ohio railroads Secre-
tary of War. Mr Ingalls is many times
a ruillionaire and has for years been
anxicius to enter public life. He could be
depended upon to contribute handsome-
ly to the McKinley campaign fund in
1900, therefore there may be some truth
in the report that he is to be placed in
the Cabinet of the boodle President.
The R epublicans of the entire South
ought to protest against H. Clay Evans.
of Tennessee, beiug put in McKinley's
Cabinet as the repreeentative of the
South. Evans is a sort of a carpet-hag-
ger who failing to get 'anything in his
native State of Wisconsin-where he
was too well-known-came South and
has succeeded in making a large !lum-
ber of people in Tennessee think that
there was something in him, which,
however, is a great mistake.
When Mr. Cleveland signed
appropriating $130,000 for a
input exhibit at the 'Tennessee
the bill
Govern-
Centel'.
nial he handed it over to Representa-
tive McMillin, of Tennessee, with the
remark ••There is my Christmas gift to
the people of Tennessee," and turning
to Repreeentative Waellington, also of
Tennessee., he said, "allow me to make
you a present of the pen with which I
signed the bill." There's not a more
generous man anywhere than Cleveland
is-when it costs him nothing.
- 
- ---
Nobody should in the future blame
poor old Russell Sage for not being gen-
erous. He never tried to be brit once,and
that was a few days ago, and as he made
such a sad failure he should not be ex-
pected to make a seeond attempt. The
incident that we refer to occurred the
first of the present week, when he was
huneosei by a shiftless poor relative. Al-
bert Sage, from Troy, New York. The
young man declined money outright-
fearing he wouldn't get enough if he ac-
cepted caeh-but he found a fine truek
with a horse which the driver offered to
sell for $450. Then he told Uncle Rus-
sell he wanted to turn over a new leaf
and go to work. Sage looked at the
te.am, approved the priee. and, return-
ing to the office, gave Albert the money,
who, instead Of buying the. truck, made
for the nearest saloon, and has not been
seen since. Sage is disgueted. Albert
appealed( to his one weakedness-love of
horses.
_ _
Senator Chandler says that a great
majority of the American people favor
bimetallism and that the Republican
party must do some-thing toward secur.
mg it or be wiped out of existence four
years hence. The Republican eparty
will do Rome-thing. It will pretend to
be the friend of bimetallism aud will
make its newgpapers tell the people SO,
and it will pretend to try to get an in-
ternational conference to agree to the
deuble standard and MeKinley,will have
something nice to say about bimetallism
as will also other Republican leaders,
but when it conies to really enacting
legislation looking toward the estab-
lishment of the double standard, it will
do nothing. The gold clique. will re-
main in charge of the party and will
depend upon the expenditure of some of
its gold to carry the election of Presi-
dieut four years hence. The man who
looks to the Republican party for aid in
the cause of bimetallism will be disap-
pointed.
$100 Dollars Reward $100.
The readers of this' paper will be
pleaned to learn that there is at least one
dreaded dinettee that science has been , apparent.
able to cure in all its stagee, and that is I
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the duty 
this morning were relieved by oth-
only positive cure known to the medicaliers, and
fraternity. Catarrh being a comititte 
will be
tlisoase, requirem a constitutional
treatment. Catarrh Cure is taken
internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mueous surfaces of the sys-
tem, thereby destroying the foundation
•f the disease, 01141 giving the patiept
etrength by braiding np the constitu-
ion 411,11 atisisting nature in doing its
work. The, piesprietore have so much
faith in its curative 
ixywers, that they Quette, a negro, was
.fter One linziered Dollars foremy Mae the. guards as they patrolled th
e streets
that it fails to cure. Send for liets - t los morning. TIM+ intensified the bit-
Momentarily Expect el.
BOTH RACES ARE NOW FULLY ORGANIZE
Teetinioeelie.
Addrees, F. J. CHENEY & CI, , t • fie bee on the part of the
 negroes,
'Toledo O. who began to make threats anew and
Fold by Druggist:4 '7'e.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Mayfield, Ky., Dee.. 23.-It is a mOst
terrible time that the people of Mayfield
are having now, and have been having
for several dare
A race war is in progress in the capi-
tal of Graves county, and the people all
oeer this section are stirred up as they
probably never were before and as it is
sincerely to be hoped they will never be
again.
The trouble began last Monday night
with the uncalled-for-killing of Henry
Tinney, a negro. A white farmer near
tiwn had missed some corn, and accus-
ed Finney of stealing it. Finney at-
tacked the man and got the best of him,
and would have killed him if somebody
had not interfered. The negro then
went to his home and went to bed at
about his usual hour About midnight
a mob went to the house and broke the
door down and entered, and as Fiuuey
started to jnmp out of bed the leader of
the mob turned loose both barrels of a
double-barrel shot-gun at him., The
entire loud of buck-shot from bo6i bar-
rels I ttnck the uegro full in the stomach,
iearing him to pieces, and he suffered
terrible agony until death came tO his
relief five hours later.
,The second act leading up to the pres-
ent trouble occurred the same night-
the lynching of Jim Stone, the negro
a he criminally assaulted Mrs. J. M. R.
Green Some weeks ago. When the
ernne occurred it was feared that Stone
would be mobbed, so he was taken to
Paducah for safety, but the mob follow•
ed him there, and the officers then took
him to Louisville for safety. The peo•
ple of Mayfield asked to have the negro
sent back there, because it looked badly
for the. town that a prisoner had to be
taken away for safety and they declar-
ed he would be safe, but he was not
taken back until last Monday, when he
had to be carried there for trial. Mon-
day night-between midnight and day-
break-a large mob formed on the
street, went to the jail and taking Jim
Stone out, hung him. ,
After hanging Stone the mob
decided that there was other work for
it to do, so the crowd went to a por-
tion of the town of Mayfield where
there were a number of honse occupied
by colored prostitutes and other tough
negroes,and set fire to a number of these
houses-in fact, cleaning out the whole
settlement of dives. The negroes who
happened to be in the houses at the time
made their escape. The negroes from
all parts of the towu gathered about in
groups and swore that they would
avenge the murder of Finney and the
lynching of Stone and the burning of
the dive settlement.
In view of the threats of vengeance
that the negroes were breathing out,the
mob decided that it had better not dis-
perse-at least until daylight. When
the sun arose it arose upon a scene that
the people there hoped they would nev-
again witneee, but whicb they witness-
ed again last night-aud it may be they
will witness far worse before the licit
twenty•four hours shall have been num-
bered with the past. The first
light of day revealed a white man lying
iu the street, with blood flowing from a
wound in his nock-having been shot by
someone. Several negroen with blood
flowing from wounds received in fights
were to be even here and there, and at
various places about the t,own were
squads of men who belmared to the mob,
and who were all armed to the teeth
and who swore that the first move made
by the negroes to organize would real
their doom. It was a horrible day for
the people of Mayfield, bnt lam night
was more horrible, for every moment a
clash between the negroes and the
eiruxpa:Itsedt.hat patrolled the streets was
All day yesterday was one of excite-
ment. The negroes were said to be or-
ganizing all over the counte, so the
white people at once organized and rre-
pared to meet them in came any demon.
stratione were made.
Last night more than a hundred white
men patrolled the streets, and it would
have been dangerous for a negro to have
gone out from his hone.. Forty armed
white meu came from Fulton to assist
in doing guard duty, and at several
other neighboring towns squads of men
have organized and offered
their services to the ritzens of
Mayfield, but they have not yet been
needed and it is hoped they will uot be.
They will, however, hold themselves in
readiness in case they are.
One hundred Winchester rifles were
received from Paducah this morning
and they have been distributed-placed
in the hands of responsible men, men
who not only know how to use them,
but who are not afraid to use them. A
numher of Paducah men have also offer-
ed their servicee if needed.
One negro was killed just outside of
town lamt night, but nobody has any
idea as to who killed him or why he was
killed.
Last night passed off witheeft any
clash between the races, although it
was thought early in the night that
trouble would certainly come before
morning.
This morning everything remained as
it wax when darkness came on yester-
day, but that there was still as much
danger of a race war as ever was very
The guards that went off
to-night the watch
made stronger than it was last night.
LATER.
of
Mayfield, Ky., Dec. 23.-2 :15 p. m.-
Quiet might have possibly reigned all
day to-day but for the fart that Jim
killed by some of
with rich, sod blood. I s Family Pills are the best, began to organi
ze, and now at aay
ment a serious tight is liable to occur
and the people of the town will be very
much surprised if the night is passed
through without a conflict, especially
now that it is said that a large body of
negroes have organized iu Paducah and
will join the negroea of this town and
and county to-night.
In view of the repotted organization
is though probable that the citizens'
committee will decide to accept the aid
offered them from Fulton, Paducah and
several other towns.
It is said that the negroee say they
will kill J M. R. Green, whose
wife Stone ravished, as they consider
him the cause of the lynching.
There has been no business of any
sort transacted in the town since Mon-
day evening, nor is it likely that any
will be transacted this week, as the
town will not be quiet for some time-
even if there should not be auy fight.
The negroet will most certainly get the
worst of it if the attack the whites, aud
they are great fools not to
see that. Some few of the more intel-
ligeut of their race have advised them
to quiet down and showed them that
the negro cannot hope to successfrilly
contend with the white man-that they
always get the worst of it-but such ad-
vice is not listened to.
BIG FIRE RAGING.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Anderson, Ind., Dec. 24 -This city is
in danger of being wiped from the map.
For several hours the biggest fire, that
has ever set the people of thM (online-
nityllild, has been raging.
The block of buildings, of which the
handsome new opera house is one, is a
mass of ruins.
The firemen have been bravely bat-
tling with the flames, but seem power-
leas to. get them under control. Tele-
grams have been sent to neighboring
cities urging engines and hose .to be
sent here immediately.
What the final proportions of the con-
flagration will be clan not now be told.
The logs already will aggregate $a00,000.
BALLARD COUNTY TRAGEDY.'
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Paducah, Ky., Dec. 24.-The police
department of this city received the de-
tails this morning of a Ballard county
tragedy, he victim of which was George
Query.
Query aud Tom Wakefield had an al-
tercation which terminated by the lat-
ter emptying tLe contents of a pistol
into Query's body.
Although the shooting was not, in a
measure unprovoked, it was not done
in self defense, and is liable to cause
Wakefield considerable trouble. Both
men belonged to good families and this
makes the killing all the more deplor-
able.
The Popular vote.
The canvase of the vote of New York
State now =keg it possible for the first
time to tabulate the popular vote for
Preeident With the exception of Utah
and South Dakota, where the courts
have ordered a revision of the complt
ed returns, the final vote of all the
States has been collected by the Aeso-
ciated Press. In Texas the-State Can-
vassing Board declared the vote with-
out waiting for the returns from six
small counties. 'I hese have been since
ascertained and added to the result in
that State.
The total vote cast was 13,924,653.
which was an increase of 1,818,124 over
1892. McKinley received 7,109.4e0;
Bryan 6.505,6eil, including his Bryan
and Watson votes, whieh leaves Mc•
Kinley's plurality at 600,799. Only
twelve States reported leseparate vote
for Bryan and Watton. Palmer and
Buckner received 132,056; Leverieg.
127,174, Bentley, 13,320 ; and Matchett,
Socialist L bor party, 33.912. The vote
for McKinley and Bryan by States is as
follows:
t4TATEs.
A inhere&  
Arkansas.  
M'EIN• BRY•
LET.
5-1,737 131,219
37,512 .110,103
California  146.58$ 144,166..
Colorado   28.271 161,269
Connecticut  110,29T 56,740
Delaware...  20,452 16,615
Florida. •  11.389 82,213
Georgia   20,191 94,232
Idaho. 6,324 23,192
Illinois   607,130 466,703
Indiana   323019 305,771
Iowa   289,293 223,741
Kaesas. ..... • • • • 158,541 171,810
Kehtucky ...... •  218,171 217,890
Louisiana  22,012 77,096
Maine    80,421- . 34,504
Maryland   136,978 104,745
Massachusetts..  279,976 105,711
Miehigan  ,. e93,327 237,251
Minnesota  103,501 139,626
Miestssippi 4,730 63,457
Missouri  ::04,940 363,632
Montana   10,490 43,680
Nebraska   102,564 115,624
Nevada  . 1,939 8,377
New Hampshire... 57,444 21,650
-New Jersey . 221,367 113,675
New York ... .... 819.K38 551,513
North Carolina  155,222 174,488
North Dakota  26,336 20,6H9
Ohio  527,945 478,547
Oregon   4/s,711 46,729
Pennsylvania...-  728,300 427,127
Rhode Island   84,437 14.495
South Carolina   9,313 41801
South Dakota ...  40,iyere 46r,930
Tennessee  148,Z73 168.176
Texas .. 164,886 388.29ti
Utah  13,:e01 67.0e3
Vermont  50,091 10,60I
Virginia    135,3ati 154,985
Vs'a-hington ,:,  89,153 51,646
West Virginia  104,414 92,927
Wig/40118in  269,135 165,528
Wyoming ....• 10,072 10,855
Total  7,109,480 6,508,6S•1
McKinley's plurality, 600,799.
Gladness Comes
With a better understanding of the
if! transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before proper ef-
forts-gentle efforts-pleasant e fforts-
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the knowledge, that se many forms ot
sickness are not due to any actual dis-
ease. but simply to a constipatedcondi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, syrup of Figs. prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with mill ions of fumi lies, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its beneficial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy which promotes internal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you pur-
chase, that you have the genuine arti-
cle, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoymeet of geed health.
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted with any actual disease., one
may be cemmended tlie most skill:u1
physicians, but if in need of a laxative
one should have tee hest, and with the
well-informed everye :•cre, Syrup of
Figs stands highest en.1 'e most lam gely
rod asad gives most a, oei Ai eatiaditation
• **ewer
IMPEACHMENT TALK ,A NEW BOOM STARTED
in the Cuban Matter. 
Ceo.
Caused by Cleveland's Stand
HOW JACKSON ACTED
In Regard to the Recognition of the Texas
Republic. Which Was a Similar Case.
CLEVELAND SHOULD BE OVERRULED.
....
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, Dec. 22.-The Cameron
resolution recognizing Cuban - indepen-
dence, as modified and agreed to by the
Foreign Relation Committee, and favoe-
ably reported to the Senate yesterday,
as.pllows
Resolve by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States,
in Congress assembled, That the inde-
pendence of the Republic of.Cuba be
and the same is hereby acknowledged
by the United States of America.
Section 2. That the United States will
use its friendly offices with the Gov-
ernment of Spain to bring to a close
the war between Spain and Cal:a.
Secretary et State Olney, speaking, it
is said, for President Cleveland, declares
that Congress does not possess the right
to recognize Cuba as an independent
Government ; that this power it4 vested
in the President alone; that the passage
of the Cameron resolution by Congress
does eot bind the President to take the
action recommended.
On the other hand, leading members
of the Senate aud House declare that
Congress possesses the power which it
uow desires to exercise, and that if the
President fails to execute its will he is
liable to impeachment.
The Constitution. is not clear on the
question at issue. In his message to
Congrees in 1836, bearing on the recog-
nition of Texas, then struggling to
throw off the yoke of Mexico, Jackson
said :
"No deliberate inquiry has ever been
instituted in Congress, or in any of our
legislative bodies as to whom belonged
the power of originally recogaiziug a
new State-a power the exercise of
which is equivuleut, under Some cir-
curestauces, to a declaration of war, a
power nowhere expreesly delegat. d,
and only granted in the constitution as
it is necesearily iuvolved in some of the
great powers given to Congress. In the
preamble to the resolution of the House
of Representatives it is distinctly inti-
mated that the expediency of recogniz-
ing the independence-of Texas ehould
be left to the decision of Congress. In
this view, on the ground of expediency,
I am disposed to concur, and do not,
therefore, consider it necessary to ex-
press an opinion as to the strict consti-
tutional right of the Executive, either
apart from or in conjunction with the
Senate over the subject.
"It is to be presumed that on no fu-
ture-occasion will a dispute ariae, as
none has heretofore occurred, between
the executive and legislative in the ex-
ercise of the power of recognition. It
will'always be consistent with the spir-
it of tilts Constitution and most safe,
that it should be exercised, when prob-
ably leaciing to war, with a previous
understanding with that body by whom
war can alone be declared, and by
whom all the provisions for sustaining
its perils must be furnished." • .
As will be seen, Jackson conceded the
right of Congress to recognize the inde-
pendence of a foreign State. At no pe-
riod of the country's history since that
time has the question been rhised
the present.
In a signed statement published in a
New _York paper, Senator Sherman,
Chairman of the Senate Foreign Rela-
tions Committee, says:
, "There is no foundation for the state-
ment that Congress may not, if it will,
recognize the iudependence of a new
nation, nor do I think Mr. Olney con-
tests it, but he thinks the matter ought
to come from the President. If, how-
ever, Congress should pars a resolution,
and the President 'should veto it, it can
be passed by a t vro-thirds vote of each
House, and would become a law, which
the President inu:_t respect andobey."
Washington, Dec. 12.-Senator Vest
introduced a resolution in the Senate
declaring that the Preeident has no
right to say whether or not a people
struggling for liberty should be recog-
nized by the United States.
This resolution brings the eontention
between the President aud Congress to
an issue.
The situation regarding Cuba has not
materially changed since Saturday. As
the Congressmen began to reach the
Capitol this morning, apparently a large
niajority were cpueiderably agitated.
Just now the question seems to Le that
in the event the Cameron resolution is
passed. es-hat is to be the next move
should Cleveland and Oluey stubbornly
refuse to carry its provisions into effect?
CLEVELAND'S ATTITUDE.
For the present all interest centere in
the Senate. which will vigt rowdy press
matters. Senators favorable to Cuba
recognize that Cleveland's attitude is
one of open and stubborn defiance. He
has thrown the gauntlet down, and
Sherman, Cameron, Mills, Morgan,
Daniel aud others will take it up. The
Senators differ as to the President's pre-
rogatives, but the leaders inaintain that
if Congress acts and eventually over-
rules Cleveland, he is compelled to re-
spond, or render himself liable to im-
peachment.
IMPEACHMENT TALKED OF.
It is'too soon, of course, for any Con•
gresemau to say he will propose articles
of. impeachment, but it can be stated
authoritatively that if the worst conies
to the wor-t several prominent men
stand ready to make such a move. Pri-
vately a number of Senators and Re-
preeentatives declare that Congress is
the supreme power in this country, and
the chief regret is that this eontroversy
did not arise at the last seesion, so this
issue could be settled conclusively. The
policy of the Administration followers
undoubtedly is to fight for delay, and
the chances are that under the Senate
rules, and with a hostile House Com-
mittee, nothing definite may be accom-
plished this seseion. • .
DENOUNCE15 THE MOB.
[SplICIAL TO NEW inte]
Mayfield, Ky., Dec. 24.-The troubles
have quieted down here considerably
and no further trouble le anticipated.
The law-abiding citizens of the town
held a mass-meeting last night and de-
nounced the actions of the mob iu kill-
ing Geo. Finney, Jim Stone and Will
Suette and burning the prop-
erty of a number of people. The
citizens were very mad aud
they did not mince worde iu denoune.
ing the mob for lawlessness, and they
deplored the trouble and placed the en-
tire blame for it all upon the members
of the mob, whom they declared had
disgraced the town of Mayfield and the
county of Grave.. The citizens. then
requested the sheriff to take charge. of
the town, place deputies on guard meet
put an (net to mob rule--adal the sheriff
did so, and it is now believed that the.
peace of the town will:not be disterbed
again. The 114400t s have quieted
dowu.
GOLI*N OPPORTUNITY
To Tuy' 'enable goods at extra low prices..
W. Jol ly,of Owensboro, '
to Succeed Blackburn. Al V litie of -dress goods
and triniunim.-8 .3,-ou will always find something
new and at the right pices.
DR. ZERTUCHA TALKS. •
Law-Abiding Citizens o!Ma.field Heide Meet-
ing and Denounced the Mob.
MANY OTHER IMPORTANT ITEMS OF NEWS
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Dee. 24.-A new man is
to-day being boomed for United States
Senator to succeed Blackburn, and his
friends claim that he is a sure winner,
and that he is licit mixed up in the pre-
seet.factional :treubles. The man is no
other than. Hon.!George W. Jolly, the
the well-known 4Swensboro lawyer who
was United -Seater: District Attorney for
Keetueky ,during Harrison's Adminis-
tration, addi whet acquired considerable
notoriety by prOsecuting a number of
Government officials at Louisville
and Owensboro for alleged vi-
olations of the Civil Service law-in
soliciting campaign contributions from
subordinates. Mr. Jolly'e boom was
just started yesterday evening.
The friends ot Mr. Jolly claim that in
a pinch he cou14 command the support
ofeevery Republican in the Legislature
and also five Dehnocrats who mould not
vote for any man in favor of
free silver. lIt is said •hat this
alone i s sufficient, reason w h y
he should roceite the Republican caucus
nominat:on. Again tfi.ey say that he
has never takee auy part in the present
factional fight in the Republican ra,ults.
and that, therefore, he would not meet
the oppbeition that aould be
shown to Gov•LI3radley, Dr. Hunter, St
John Boyle, it any of the numerous
Republicans that have beeu mentioned
for the nomivation.
•s,
DR. ZERTUCHA TALKS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Key West, Fla., Dec. 24.-Passengers
just airived here from Havana sey that
Dr. Zertucha, the male who id charged
with betraying Gen Nineeo, on yester-
day gave out to the press a *ery sensa-
tional statement in regard te the death
of Mace°. Dr. Zertucha denied most
emphatically that he was in any
way-connected with Maceo's death-ex-
cept that he happened to& present and
witnessed it. He says that Maceo was
not killed by Spanish troops, but that he
was slain by traitors in his own army-,
men who had been with him for a long
while. He claims that the firing of
Maceo's men'when they killed him- at-
tracted the attention of. the Spaniards
underMajor Cirojdea,wito came up and
engaged them in battle, aud that Muceo
was dead before the battle with the
Spaniards began.
The Spanish pretend.. to believe this
story.of Dr. Zertucha', but it is not be-
lieved that they really do,.becinse he
has told so many different itoriee about
the killing. the Cubans. deny the truth
of these statements of Dr.- Zerturha and
say that Weyler hadliim to make them
in order to try to change the opinion of
the world in regard to the brutality of
-the Murder, ;which they allegc-as they
have- done from the very first-that
Maceo w-as killed while under a flag of
truce.
Dr. t as a inateer Of course,
denies the press r• ports that accused
him of having for tome time tried to
kill Maceo with slow poisons.
Few people in Cuba would believe
Zerincha , oath, yet his staticent
yesterdat created a great sensation.
Zertugha !also claims that he had
.
charge of the dead bodies of Mace() and
young Gomez, but that in the fight the
Spanish troops got them away _from
him
Eczema Permanently cured.
"I have need Hood's Sarsaparilla in a
very bad case of eczema %%Rh which our
baby was afflicted. The medicine ac•
eomplitihed the very best result. The
effect was very rapid and the cure seems
to be permanent as it is three years sinck
she was cured and there has been no re-
turn of the trouble since that time."
James C. Sullivan, Cleopatrr, Ky.
Hood's Pills cure biliousness, indiges-
tion.
In Days of Yore
women were obligee to adopt this
mode of traveling, bud ure home-
made soft soap. Either of these
melee would lie considered s hard-
ship in this age of electricity and
CLAIRETTE
soap
Best for w everything.
Said e•••••ottere Made y
TUN. N. lairbant Coopasy, St. Leah.
FACENL)RAW
BLEEDING
Litie t• 3 r(-4, nfr.1 •te.-1 sr;(1t zem• in
arnte forrn for a year, during which we tried
without sweetie every ktiown remedy. The dis
Order appdared on the right cheek and was of a
blistery and bloody form. His pillow, murtomrt,
would hear the blut:dy imprint of the side pt his
face. while it as. Inrpotinible to prevent hum
from scratching his (see owing to the itching.
Advised tO try CUTICIAt•. I bought a box. he
first application wag. msde at night, and it is •
fact. that the appearance of the affected parts
showed a solireahle impror. mr•ot the ern morn-
tn 9, sod, continuing the treatment aa a result,
my child Ia. as (air and smooth skin se can be
1,,und anywhere.
W. S. NEEDHAM, Patsaksla, 0. -
Peavey Tea, ..... . - Wenn baths. with
VI,••i• voile •ppliectIons .4 I E TH -1:14• (oint-
ment, in* pont Core. sod mad depose( li:Ticulle
ROSOLVINT; VIM.* OS Loom, Cur..
Sold Throorthool the worid. Peree, (-i•elcrl•,•••r•I
Pour, 25e HII•oL•'1,T. Ser. snd 41 Pore's Dana
Aso Clerv. Coe, , go* pre.",
plir••• HOW SO curs Evers skin Daman." mailed rms.
One of the Few
certairebe in treating diseaee be coun-
ter irritation-the effect, usually, of
plasters. But Jona:noses Ifelladuarut
Plosht is more than 11 mere. exeitant
of theekin; it relieves aud cures alio
by tfiC absorption of its medicinal
propeeties. Hence the serene-rex and
thoroughness of the relief it gives.
Thera are other s go.s1 plasters, but
this ie the best. And the best is
what -we 'want. The genuine bears
the Red Cross. Look fer it.
JfIlliN4ON & JOHNSON,
kirittrart(innt; Chemists, New York.
Capes Jackets and Cloaks.
A plendid assortment and at prices that defies
co petition.
liirts and Collars.
In hite and colored shirts I will sell you a bet-
ter shirt for your money than any house in city.
Unde wear..
My' stock of misses, ladies and childrens under-
wesr i4 welt ast,orted and up to date and prices
the lowest.
13!ankets, arpets and,rugs, big line at cut Prices.
Shoes, sh
- sh
s, shoes, all my turns, ladies and clildrens
will be sold at first whqlesale cost.
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Toys, Holiday Goods " %-.
The  Racket
THE BIG STORE
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The Giver
And Receiver •
a
Will both be happy if their hristmas
Present is an article of Jewelry, a watch
or Some,
tiliverINTo7Kr. t7"/
now lot)
free of
(of which we have just received
We engrave goods bought of
charge.
THE BIG STORE
••••::1
r.s
1 G\--(a\_ Ic. Coc-\11\uilOWE I.DING MAIN ST.:
t1111Mirt111111tIttlitl't'mtmrtmtIrrrtA
E .r closing olltil.L .:.
E Having decided to close outour entire stock of goods nd -
E fixtures-to engage in ot er
businesswe Will, commenc. ng
to-dav, and continuing u tilclosea out-sell
E Regardless of Coq
E
If you want ra nice, suit pattprn
. at 5W on the' dollar-now i:-
.. your (glance.
L. E.
HOTEL LATHAM.
ilic 
/
W. G. HEEIJOI.
Wheeler, Mills & Co.
Tob4CC0 Warehousemen, Commission Merchuts
I GtIrEiliii 13C,Eas1.113WES
AND s't
FIT1t-PROOF I-U.111E1101'SE. Cor. IBusselleille and
Railroad Rreets.
UOPHINSVILT.AF, - - KENT.IICKY.
1,diberb.1 Advances on CorisignMeat a. .
All Tkbacco t Covcr“I by List uranc0.
eeseeaseee
•e
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EFFECTS THE MAILS. HEADQUARTERS HERE. MR. HUDSON WASGAME DAN CUPID AS SANTA
New Schedule in Some Re- Special Pension Ex
aminer's Had Two Plucky Fights Well-Known Couples Join-
spects Objectionable. Office Removed. With Hi
ghwaymen. ed in Wedlock.
ALL IN THE MORNING. PEOPLE WE ALL 
KNOW
Changes Have Been Made in All Trains Es-
pt No. 53.
This shakeup in the schedule of the L.
& N. is uot at all to the liking of the
people of Hopkinsville.
Nobody objects to the couple of new
trains, even if they are of small advan-
vantage to local travelers, but th
change in the afternoon Southbound
passenger is incouveuient in every re-
spect.
It is especiaLy RO inlAitleiz8 men who
have to wait twelve hours for their al-
- 
ternoon mail.
Hereafter all mails will be received in
the f )reuoon, as mail formerly arriving
here train No. 51, at 5:2S p. rn, does
not come in now until 9:12 p. on
train 91: and will not be distributed un-
til the following morning.
Mail will be opened at S:00 a. m. and
10:15 a. m.
Several marked changes are made in
the new time card, the most redieal be-
ing that of the afternoon train, the St.
Louis mail, already mentioned, which
formerly reached here at 5:28, but now
is not due until 0 :49. This train does
not bring mail, the car being chopped
at Evansville. i he morning accommo-
dation, Southbound, is hitth formerly
left (he station at 7 :Oa, leave* now at
7:80. The earlier passenger, the St.
Louie express, is unchanged.
The- well-known `-10 o'clock train,"
which arrived at the local station at
9:53 a. m. comes in at 9:30. The North-
bound irght accommodation pulls in at
8:30 instead of 8:40. The 10 :20 St.
Louis express comes now at 10:00
o'clock p
The company authorizes the follow-
ing:
No. 53 makes connection at Guthrie
for Louisville.
No. 5.3 makes connection at Guthrie
for Memphis line nun Elktou.
No. 51 makes connection at Guano
for Louisville and Memphis.
Noe. 92 and in do not stop here unless
for through passengers. It will take
passengers for points on the St. Louis
division We-t of MeLeatieboro, Ill., and
for Chicago and points on the E. at T.
H. R. R.
No. 51 does the 1 cal work South, and
No. 52 the local work North.
The correct schedule is r ppended:
NORTH BOUND:
No. 52 arrives; 9 :So a no Fast Mail
No. 92 arrives 10 :31 am Expreer,
No. 56 arrives 8:30 p m Accommodaan
No 34 arrives 10 :00 p m Mail
SOUTH HOUND.
No. 53 arrives 6 :07 a m Mail
No. 55 leaves 7:30 a m Accommodaen
No. 51 arrives 6:49 p m Express
No. 91 arrives 9:12 pm Fast Mail
•••••• 
THE MODERN MOTHER
Has found that her tittle ones are im-
proved more by tam pleasant Syrup of
Fors, when in ueed of the laxative effect
of a gentle remedy than by any other,
and that it is more acceptable to them.
Children enjoy it and it benefits them.
The true remedy, Syrup of Figs, is
manufactured by the California Fig
Syrup Company only.
WEDDING MON 1)&1' NIGHT.
Hr. Hugo Mogen and Miss Effie Jack-
son Joined in Marriage.
A pretty wedding was solemnized
Mon. night at the residence of the bride's
parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Jackson.
The contraeting persons were Mr. Vic•
tor Hugo laisgen and lins Effie Jack-
son, popular young people. Many of
the relatives and friends of the couple
were present.
The oeremony took pine in the hand-
aomely decorated parlor promptly at
Ealf past eight o'clock. The attendants
were Mr. Guy Starling and Miss Dee
Andersen and Mr. Edwin Cayce and
Miss Mamie Jackeon.
The. officiating clergynian was Dr.
Henry Settle, pastor of the Methodist
church. The service was short but in-
proactive, artd at the conclusion the brid-
el party {sad guests went to the home of
the groom's parents, Mr and Mrs. Char-
les Hiegel], where an elegant supper,
consisting ef everything the market of-
fords, was served.
The finest prescrptioniet in the South
at Hard yr la's.
PATH OF JAMES B. EADFORD.
Prominent Farmer Attacked By Heart
Failure Died Almost Immediately.
Mr. James B. Radford, a prominent
and prosperous farmer eit the Herndon
vicinity, died Mon. night. He had been
ill about two weeks, but his condition
was not considered very serious. While
turning in bedMonday night he was at-
tacked by heart failure and died almost
Immediately. He was born in this
county Oct. 10th, 1640 and had resided
here all of his life. He was honest and
upright, a good husband and father and
a faithful friend. His death ceases a
vacancy in the community which will
be difficult to fill. He leaves a wife, a
son and a daughter. •
Don't bolt your fond, it irritates your
stomach. Choose digeetable food and
cbew it. Indigestion is a dangerous
sicknens. Proper care prevents it. Sha-
ker Digestive Cordial cures it. That is
the long and short of indigestion. Now,
the question is: Have you got indiges-
tion? Yee, if you have pain or discom-
fort'after eating, headache, dizziness,
nausea. offensive breath, heartburn,
langour, weakness, fever, jaundice, flat-
ulence, loss of appetite, irritability, con-
stipation, etc. yes you have indigele
bale. To cure it take Shaker Digestive
Cordial. The medicinal herbs and
plants of which Shaker Digestive Cor-
dial is composted, help to digest the food
in your stomach, help to strengthen
your stomach. When your stomach is
strong care will keep it so. Shaker Di-
gestive Cordial is for stale by druggists,
price le cents to $1.00 per bottle.
I have determined to close out all of
Dr. T. G. Yates stock of jewelry,
watches, clocks, Apectacies, &c., at
what they will sell for, regardless of
oust. Give me a look before you bey.
I will make the price-to Fait you,
R. (J. Hardwick.
A warded
Highest Honors-World's Fair.
• D ft;
1,111
CREAM
BAKING
POWDER
MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free
Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant.
410.91A1118 11611
McKenzie's Pf aers.-Rey. Barrett -Lester
Coming.- Items of Local Interest.
The headquarters of the special pen-
sion examiner for Western Kentucky
will be removed to Hopkinsville at the
first of next year.
This in in accordance with a rule of
transfer govering all offices of this kind.
The gentleman who holds the position
of Special Examiner for this section is
Mr. Joseph Hartwell. He hate been
stationed in Paducah for nearly twelve
months atul is well liked there. He,
comes to Hopkinsville well recom-
mended.
Mr. Hartwell has" already been oat-
eizilly notified of the change by the pen-
sion bureau in Waehitsztou. He will
come to Hopkinsville next week.
t t t
The man who started the report that
Roo James A. McKenzie had shaved off
his chin whiskers slandered the quinine
statesman. The Advocate had his chin
interviewed and it is well covered with
sandy beard, though it is not so long as
it once was. Doubtless the report was
originated by some gold bug who hoped
to make the impression that the Ken-
tucky orator is not a "pepOet at,"-Bow-
ling Green Advocate.
t t
Rev. Robert M. Barrett, formerly of
this county, and well-known in this
city, has accepted a call to the Baptist
Church at Gallatin, Tenn. Until re-
cently he has.been pastor of the Baptist
Church at A;hland. Rev. Barrett is the
author of two books that are popular in
religious eirelee, "A Child of the
Ganges," and "The Land of the Rising
Sun." He will remove his family to
Gallatin next week.
t
The Dixon Springs eorresponaent of
the Carthage Record tells of a wedding
that is of interest to a number of Hop-
kinsville people:
Our usual quiet little town, took on
something of a thrilling, merry and ro-
mantic nature last Thursday night,
when the marriage of W. W. Morton
and Miss Cora Gregory was consumma-
ted at the rheidence of J. C. Cox, it be
ing the second ceremony. The first one.
by an oversight, was performed in
Trousdale county. As soon as the mis-
take was discovered. Bro. Ramsey was
hastily summoned from the Dixon Creek
Church, where he was in a meeting, to
correct the matter. Mr. Morton iv a son
of a prominent business man of Hop-
kinsville, Ky., and is himself a ge ial,
whole-souled, companionable, hustling
baeinese boy, and with his bride, the
pretty and accomplished daughter of Z
T. Gregory, of Gregory & Leeter, (teal-
ers in wagons and buggies, make a
handsome couple. They left Monday
morning for Murfreesboro, he being a
member of the Eades Company.
PI1OfC si. R Soma
5OM417001. 44
America as merchant., bankers, offi-
cials, are nearly 2,000 in Kentucky.
Hon. F. B. Gray, National Bank Exam-
iner of Texas, and J. E. Brock of a St.
Louis hank, receiving $2,000 a year, are
both Kentucky boyis, and like 1)0 other
graduates of P. of. Smith, occupying lu-
crative , bank poeitions, fouqd their
Business Course and Diploma from his
College to have been a passport to their
positions. Hon. J. M. Samuels says:
••Prof Wilbur R. Smith is a gentleman
of c.haracter and ability, evinced by the
different positions of honor and trust to
which he has been called. For over 25
years he has been a successful Business
Educater-20 years as President of the
Commercial College of Kentucky Uni-
versity, of which I am a graduate. He
was a World's Fair Commissioner from
Kentucky; also President of the Chane
her of Commerce, and Vice-President of
a National Bank, and for years a prac-
tical Aecountant."
If you wish a Business Education, or
a knowledge of Phonography, Type-
writing or Telegraphy at the least total
cost, with Diploma fIbiu Kentucky Uni-
versity on graduation, address only
Prof. W. R. Smith, Lexington, Ky.-
[Exchange.]
Prot. Wilbur R. Saab, Lexington. Ky. -
Is the person for
young men wish!
lug to be qualifieu
for a good position
to write. Prof.
Smith secures the
best paying site a
nous and his Col
lege is endorse 1 by
State officials,
banker., bueines•
men, etc. Among
the thousands of
graduates i
nese all over
RECESS APPOINTMENTS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW SBA]
Washington, Hen 24.- -It is evident
that the nate is in no hurry to confirm
the Presidential recess appointments,
In fact there is every indicet:on of a dis-
positicZn upon the part of that. lieedy to
make war on the Administration. The
belief as growing that no Democrat who
bolted the Chicago platform, and fol-
lowed Mr. Cleveland in his policy of
silence, or followed other members of
the Administration in their more active
opposition to Mr. Bryan, and who has
since been appointed to any position,
will be coufirmed. There are nearly
one hundred recess appointments of
more or less importance. house of thew
may be confirmed; the probability is
that the majority of them:will not be.
Of course, at the bead of the faction
which proposes to turn these are
pointments down or ignore them entire -
lir, are the silver Democratic-. Senators
who keenly felt the attitude of the Ad-
ministration toward them during the
campaign, and they will be strengthen-
ed in number by many Republican Sen-
ators, who would like to see theee ap-
pointments fail of confirmation, simply
in order to create that many more
places for Republicans to fill after 'Mc-
Kinley's inauguration. Wherever the
appointment is not confirmed, of course,
there will be a esteem,' for a Republi-
can after the fourth of March. Such
plains of patronage are scarcely ever
left upon the political Christmas tree,
and the Republicans, are anxious to
pluck them. Indeed, the situation is
rather unique.
MIS WILLA VERY ILL
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Castle, N. y., Dec. 24.-Miss Francis
Willard, President of the World's and
National Women's Christian Temper-
ance Union, who is at the Sanitarium
here, has suffered a relapse and is quite ,
ill. Her physician has cancelled all her I
engagements, and she will remain here
for tome months.
MORNING AND NIGHT. NOTES CF NUPTIALS.
Young Nashville Attorney, Who is Visiting
Here, Has Fxciting Experiences
Mr. Washington E. Hudson expects
to carry a couple of cannons and agrees
of bowie knives the next time he goes
out after dark.
He was the hero Tuesday of two ex-
citing experieuek He was held up by
bold highwaymen in the morning and
at night, and by plucky fights, in which
he used a knife and pistol, succeeded iu
putting his assailants to flight.
Mr. Hudson has been in HopkinsviEe
about a fortnight 'visiting his wife's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Ininkheari
Dade, on East Ninth street. He is a
rising young attorney at the Nashv Ile,
Tenn., bar, and several times recently
had been called there on butane's.
Tuesday morning he left the Dade
residence shortly before five o'clock and
started to the depot. When he reached
the lane which lies between the resi-
dences of Dr. Henry Settle and Mr. J.
Mat Adams, two negroes stepped up to
him. One demanded the 'lawyers
money. Mr. Hudson replied that he
had only fifty cents in his pocket and
that he would give that up.
You've got more than that," said
the larger of the higho ayman. "We've
been watching you for some-
time, and you couldn't travel on the
train so much if you didn't have plenty
of money. Now hand it over."
"I'll see you hanged before you'll even
get the fifty cents" replied Mr. Hudson.
The negro grabbed him, and attempt-
ed to go through his pockets. Mr. Hud-
son jerked out a small pen-knife and
thrust its short blade several times in
the fellows clothes, but it probably did
not touch his body. Finally the young
man stabbed the negro in the face and
cut his hand. Both .negroes then ran.
Mr. Hudson proceeded to the station
and took the train to Nashville. While
in that city he took the precaution to
provide himself with a pistol. He re-
turned at 10:- 0 o'clock that nacht
Hopkinsville. On his way to Mr. Dade's
he passed a dark lane, East of South
Kentucky College. He was accost el by
three burly negroes who suddenly arose
from a hiding place.
One of those men grubbed Mr. Hud-
son from behind by the collar and at-
teepee-el to jerk him from his feet. Af-
ter a short truggle Mr. Hudson fell to
the ground. As he did so he reached
for his
Seeing teis metion all three negroes
started running. One stumbled on a
culvert and fell, When he arose, the
young man had secured his pistol and
he opened fire on the retreating men.
shooting four
At the first shot, one negro fell, but in
a moment scrambled to his feet.
After firing•three more shots, Mr.
Hudson went to Mr. Dade's. It is al-
most certain the; he hit one of the nom
This am-Mug, the hold-ups were re-
ported to the police, and every effort
will be made to capture the highway-
men.
Now, What Is It?
Here is a mat for bright boys and
girls to crack during the holidays. It
is contributed to the New ERA by Mrs.
Bettie H. Jones.
'Twee uttered In Eden so long tittle ago,
Then Eve repeated the sound-
The .Euple rates rippled and ell fspered It low,
But in Adam 'twill never be found.
TWILS shouted In Heaven, then sounded the
knell,
When our parents fleet yielded to sin;
It belongs to all evil, makes us rebel,
And thus our course downward begin.
*Tis forced into eelIti, then allowed to re-
turn
To Its place at home and with mother ;...--
Fut Into flames. but never to burn,
For It's saved by sister anti brother.
Though It counts not sub Clod, yet In Jesus
twelve it.
Fenn hell it starts up with a cu-
e:eel-Meting, eternul, I'd have you believe it
.1 bough often 't is found in a Ile..
In love and In hope the 11.-4 to be fouutl,
I ti despair Its presence wee feel ;
If dropped from the skies 'twill not fall to
the ground,
But mercy may cause It to kneel.
In tenr-drow of anguish 'twill ever be.seen.
In experience It counts every coat-
in this way It gave a Milton his theme,
And told us what Adeni had lost.
In serpent and wags. r 'tie ever the seine,
But In man there was never a trace,
'Till the member COMO on with a queer plu-
ral name.
And thus It has labeled our race.
The devil has :of ii. and now he will bring
The peer little fellow to tame;
It never will talk nor yet ever sing,
But the tschoes will tell you its name.
With mm IIII"CWPii I drop it, my bright girls
and boys,
'Till you've heard the glad Christine.. bells.
You'll hot find It In books, nor even in toes,
But peace la tln tory it tells.
Moon with the New Year you'll ote It again.
For think of earth's mimes without It
the prowl child of ex-ening, scsenrett
from ol! pain,
‘1"0.11 no longer In troulded.ubout.
Kr.. Dec. 15, 'KA.
Cleaning and Repairing
By Foweieter, "the tailor and cutter." I,
Suits made from . ele to $04i
Pants matte from $ 4 to $15
Remerraber the secret 
Arrested at Clarksville.
S. F. Barkley and J. F. Bryan, Ken-
tuckians, were arrest at Clarksville yes.
terday morning, charged with stealing
a caw from Planter Sumpton, near Elk•
ton.
Failure in Todd.
S. P. Allensworth, a farmer near
Hadesneville, Todd county, has filed a
detel of assignment, naming Colonel'
Allenswerth as assignee. The assets
are estimated at $11,8S6 and liabilities
at $14,224. Among the creditors the
Safety Building and Loan Association,
of Winchester, Ky., which holds a mort-
gage for e7.ssi e
an't
"While the Light Holds Out to Burn" the Mar-
rying Goes Merrily On.
BRAciiizo ; :E-M1171.1:E.
Mr. Charlet; Brackrogge and Miss
Lauritailielke were united in marriage at
Springfield, Tenn., Wednesday evening,
ant returned to their home in this city
thitemorning.They left here on the even-
ing train, and even intimate friends
were surprised when m a telegram an-
nounced their marriage.
Mr. Brackrogge is a member of th
Seveeth street firm of Brackrogg Broth
eta. He is a gentlemanly and energetic
y: ung man, and has the respect of all
mwho arc acquainted with hi socially
and in a business way. Ills wife is an
excellent lady.
-0-
A HAPPY MARRIAGE.
Editor NEW Ens:
Such a confusion! such a melody of
sounds! Marriage bells, marriage bells,
the still faintly audible vibrations of
those run weeks ago-atid the glad
merry chinning of these to (lay.
Perhaps the prettiest wedding of the
season wcured at Homing Springs
Christian church, Tuesday, Dec. 22d, at
five o'clock p. m.
At that happy time Mr. Sidney Led-
ford led to the altar Miss Julia Dawitore
oldest daughter of 'Esq. Almonte Daw-
son, of this vicinity. Rev. T. D. Moore
the officiating minister, in a gr.:oily
impressive manner speaking the words
nniting these two fond hearts, until the
lives, no harmoniously blending will at-
tain the full fruition of the majestic
conception of the Master's mind when
he uttered the sublimely beautiful
words:
"The twain shall be one flesh "
The church was beautifarly decorated
every thing breathing of woman's taste
and woman's skill, but speaking more
eloquently of the high esteem in which
the fair, sweet bride is held. Here is
one of those rare, sunshiny natures
whose light and warmth delight in pen-
etrating darkneued ceruers, carrying
joy and comfort to the sorrowful and
distressed. Ibis, the peculiarly sweet
character we all love so inueh enthron-
ed in a figure of grace, &face bright and
pretty, a wit at once fascinataig and
attractive.;
Mr. Leelford is to be Congratulated,
he has won a jewel, and we feel sure lie-
will give this precious jem of woman-
hind a setting befitting its value. We
have no fear for her future. The ten-
der, thoughtful son, the gallant, appre-
eiative brother must develop into the
grandest type of manhood in this sacred
role of husband. The pretty brides-
maids, Misses Dawson, Peraem, and
Thacker, like the bride, were attired in
pure white, while everything suggested
purity, trust and love; and with bowed
heads and prayerful hearts we listened,
and down through the ages past and
yet to come we hear I the solemn words,
"Those whom God bath joined together
let not man put aseunder."
MRS. BETTIE H. JONES.
Pee Dee, Ky.
-o-
CROFT-NICRPTIT.
Mr. JohnO.Croft and Miss Minnie M.
Murphy, of North Christian, were. mar-
ried Wednesilay by Squire Henrytloore,
They have many friends who wishthem
much joy.
-o-
RUCTIANON-DIXON.
Mr. George B. lauchauon and Miss
Ida Dixon, well-known young people of
the Herndon vicinity, were married
Wednesday evening at six o'clock.
The Oliver Church, which was the
scene of the happy wedding, was crowd-
ed with friends of the couple.
Rev. C. T. Vaughn, in an lappropriate
and impressive service, tied ihe mar-
riage knot.
.-0-
NfITCTIELL-RODGERS.
Mr. J. B. Mitchell and Mies Jane
Rodgers were married Wednesday after-
noon. They live in.North Cristiau and
have many friends. Tao marriage oc-
curred at the bride's Muir.
-0-
eDwAELIS-HUTCHENSON.
A quiet and pretty wedding Foii ice
took place Weelueeday at lieunettstown
joining the hopes awl fortunes of Mr.
W. H. Edwards and Mien Willioilutch-
emu. The marriage wan solemnized
by the Rev. Israel Giles. The uncle has
for some time been considered one cf
the prettiest belles in South Cheistran.
Mr. Edwards is the sou of Mr. Charles
Edwards, a proininet farmer. He is an
industrious and cleyer young men.
-0-
BRADSHAW-SALLE.
Benjamin H, Bradshaw, a wealthy
young farmer of Pembroke,was married
Wednesday to Mies Minnie Sallee,:of
Roaring Springs.
They were tendeted a reception last
night at the residence of Matt Jones,
the bride's uncle, ucar Newstesed.
-
itoomes-monms.
Mr. David Rogers and Miss 011ie Mor-
ris will be married Sunday afternoon at
2 Velock at the home of the ladies Nita
er, at Larkin, this county.
-0
A 
-
JCKSON-CHILTON.
Wednesday eve at seven o'clock the
nuptials of a popular South Christian
couple were celebrated. Mr. Joseph E.:
Jackson and Miss Annie Chilton we-re
married at the home of the bride's par-
ents.
Rev. Gill, of the Cumberland Presby•
teriau church, performed the ceremony.
A number of the friends and relatives
were present.
The bride is a pretty young lady. She
is a daughter cif Mr. FAM. Chilton, of
Pembroke. The groom is a hustling
young farmer. 
RIIAMBT-PAKER.
Squire J. W. Collins was called upon
Wedneift4 to perform the ceremony
whicia joined Mr. A. H. Hamby and Mies
1). L. Parker as hu,band and wife. The
contracting parties live in North Chris-
tian and are mm-tubers of excellent fam-
s.,
bAKIN6
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and heathfulnests. Assures the
food against alum and all forms of adul-
teration common to the cheap brands.
Roan, BAKING POWDER co., New York.
PEOPLE AND POLITICS.
Some Straws Which Show
the Wind's Drift,
PENNYRILE POINTERS.
Seteee's Ambition More Aline •-Ed' and
--Major" -Matters of Moment.
The Hon, E. G. Sebree, of Henderson,
will be a candidate for Distriet Attor-
ney, and the announcement of this fact
wel set tagreret many aspiring Republi-
cans to gUPetsing, according to the
Frankfort Capital. Mr. Sebree is well
known in Kentucky, and as a member
of the Legislatnre proved himself a ca-
pable and honest representative, while
as a lawyer He rank a very high. Mr.
Sebree is tt staunch Republican and hate
not beeninvolved in any faetional guar-
!hie, but has always worked earnestly
for the best intereats•of his party. Per-
sonally there is nentnore popnlar man
in the State teen "Lige" &twee. He is
a brilliant man and his applitation for
District Attorney will be backed by the
recounnendatisns of a host of warm
friends and professional associates, and
there will be very few who will be op-
posed to him, save as they may be inter-
tested in some other applicant for the
place.
The Madisonville Mail says that it
appears from the manner in which
Franks' friends meution his name in
connection is ith the Collectorship that
thm are courting a scrap is ith the Ma-
jor and the exposure of their caudidate.
It is rumored the Democrats have
made a proposition te the Populists for
a fu-ion in Caldwell county next No-
vember. It is said that the Populiste
have been offered the following offices:
State Senctor, County Judge, School
Sup- rintendent end County Surveyor.
The Populists are to make known their
decision by January 2.
Grand Rivers Herald: Circuit Judge
Pratt will probably be called upon to
contend for the office next year with
either Judge T. J. Nunn, Polk Laffoon
or William Marble. Judge Breathitt
will meet on the political field either
Judge Phelps, of Chrietian ; Judge Bur-
nett or Col. Sims, of Trigg, or Judge
Wetaius, of Lyon.
The Republican Executive Committee
of Chrisaan county met in Hopkins-
ville Saturday and after a spirited con-
sult etion decided that nomiuntions for
county offices be made "by the Execu-
tive Committee" on the last Saiarday
in May, 1*(97, says the Oweustioro In-
mar r. The "Executive Committee"
proposes to run the Republican shebang,
lock, stock and barrel in Christian. The
people are not in it.
Mouldering skeleton of vanished glory,
Wish f.-ebb., flestilees finger. seeking
To hold about pout hideous form and hoary
Vestments uf miclent grandeur swung in
story, '
The. while. your state With crimes to God is
reeling.
Vaal:Alexi Is all your ancient pomp unit
ti.! "ii,].
The gldry tit your arms lives but In name :
atm. empty nymbole, but surrender
leaur title to the heritage of hone.
Whe-re are the. gallant knights a hoxiid be-
queath t !WM,
on ,'our walls, spd coats of
Al'hore ere the 'hearts thnt thrilled and
throbbed beneentb them?
Amid where the chivalry of old Castile?
Arr game sun -Is mu. eldvalry decayed:
Your inns-via are lend that seords
hue.. won you;
The assassin's alleel`edli the soldier',himnd
Bringing the acorn of Christendom upon
you.
BELL.
atmammoommo.4111..
It CTERS I VARIETY.
Stoves at the big store. (Racket )
$1,000.00 Knabe Concert Grand Piano
will sell at a special bargain of $350 00.
Apply GEO. hanru.
Phone 81-3.
Toys, toys, toys, at the big store.
The Racket, the big store, for rugs
and Chenile curtains.
Don't daily with rheumatism. Puri-
fy your blood and cure it nt once by
taking a course of Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Everything in cheap and medium
priced shoes, at the big store, The Rack-
et. (We sew them up free.)
Stoves, get prices at the Racket.
• Genuine Smyrna Rugs, 6x9 feet for
$8.50 at the Racket.
Pianos and organs at reduced prices
for the next thirty days on easy month-
la paymeuts. OW. H. SMITH.
Phone 81-4 d tf
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist, office over
City Bank. May 18 '96
Always in season, Hopkins' Steamed
Iluiurne (Hulled Corn). Elegant lunch
earn Milk. Qt. can, 10e.
For billionsness, to regulate the
bowels and mire a torpid liver, use
Lis.,hteling Vegetable Liver 1111s. 26 per
bc x at druggeat
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Hardwick's immense
stock of Xmas Goods
I and Jewelry at cut
This is the complaint of 1 •E
usands at this season,
aye no appetite; food
prices.
You can save one-half
ish. They need the toning up of
at
and digestive organs, which your money or get more
uree of Hood's Sarsaparilla will give goods at Hardwick's
the t also purifies and enriches the than any other place.
blood, cures that distress after eating and
Internal misery cisnly a dyspeptic can
know, crestees an appetite, overcomes that
tired feeling and builds up and sustains
the whole physical system. It so prompt-
ly and efficiently relieves dyspeptic symp-
toms and cures nervous headaches, that It
seems to have almost "a magic touch."
I Hardwick has the
most complete line of
toys in the city. See
his priees.
want in Jewelry and
get special prices
Leave your repair
of getting a fit 
In a suit of clothes made to order is to I 
work. I have the finest
Is the hest -In tact the ?tie True Blood Purifier. workman in the south
have a tailor take your measure. Bridge
street, chip. New Era, Hood's Pills pais, aid digestion. 250.
4470
eice eeetehteeer- ea-aalatfefeafeeareeeveglacreereneeaceeee.,..e.-40a2,,e. - .-
e ' . •• r 
4,1
•
Don'., buy until you
aiTcollid 
anything
silver nyoovu-
0 0 Is seMgyH
Sarsaparilla
are the best after-dinner KARDWICK.
0141 People
Old people who require medicine to
regulate the bowel's and kidneys will
find the true remedy in Electric Bittere.
This nuelierne does not stimulate and
C dttaills 110 is hisk-y or other intoxicant,
but acts as a tonic and alterative. It
acts mildly on the stomach :true bowels,
adding etrengthoolytivingtone to the
organs, therehyhiding Nature in the
performance of the functions. Electric
Bitters is an excellent appetizer and aids
digestion. Old People find it just eX
achy what they need. Price fifty cents
and $1.00 per bottle at R. C. Hardwick's
drug store.
'Who can Measure
the influence of the
Mother-it lasts through
all coining ages,and eaten
the conduce of eternity.
With what care therefore
Phou Id the Expectant
Nuttier be guarded and
how great the effort to
FACTS FOR FARMERS. RATHER MYSTERIOUS.
Notes Interesting to Tillers Bank Building Was Badly
of the Soil. Burned.
LIVE STOCK MARKET. FIRST AN EXPLOSION.
The Tobacco Market Here and Elsewhere
Correctly sported.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Reported by Louisville Live Stock
Exchai,ge, Bourbon Stockyards.
Louisville, Ky., Dec. 24, 1896.-Cattle
-Cattle receipts were very light and
were of the usual poor quality. Little
interest was taken in the market, which
ruled dull and without change in prices.
The arrivals to-day were increased by a
few lots of poor stock carried over from
yeeterday. Soule of the supply went
unsold to day.
Calv, a-Offerings of calves were light
and of unsatiSfactery quality, though
not poorer than the average for the past
few weeks. Local butchers bought slow-
ly at ye ,terday's prices, and the yards
were cleared.
Extra shipping  124104 42:3
Light shipping  3 iota 3 sti
lb-st butchers  8 alma, x 75
Fair to good tellers  2 7:4 8
titn  to medium butchers... Irma; 25e
Thin, rough steers, poor cows
and scalawags .... ...... I elee2 I 'In
(ilkm1 to extra oxen i{:11,
(.0111 ..... II to IllediD111 Oxen  omr44, 275
Feeders  2 ewe oo
soot-kers 2 iret 3 2:-.
Hulls I Nilo 200
Veal calves   2 MI 42:-.
Chob., milch cows  25 01410.14500
Fair to good !DWI) cow, .  000. 5 00
Hoge-Marketiugs of hogs were about
1,500 head of desirable stock. The mar-
ket was steady at prices a ehad•strong-
er for heave s, which sold at $3 2508 30.
Mediunie were unchanged at $3 25, and
lights were very dull at 3 Ilea 3 20. The
supply includes several cars of light left
from yesterday's markets. All found
takers by the close, •
Chotee puck:Jug and butchers, 225
Et 3.
Fair to good packing, ISO to 2131 th
(40.A1 to extre light, Moto 1100 ... 3
Fat SI1.1111., 151 I., I:41lb ..... a
Fat *Moats. lee to 1211 lb  S pee 3
Rough.. 150 to SW lb  15552 72,
stoekers   '2 15142 75
Sheep and Lambs.-The sheep and
market Was steady at unchanged prices
under very light receipts, all of which
found takers.
weed to extra .hipping sheep  $25042 fie't
Fair to good ..... ' 2 00(02 ;et
en mi ....0 to medium  
• 
11142 ii
Bucks    1 foia.2
Faire lambs  i4 5, ma 75
Fair to good e44.3
Medium butcher lambs . 2 1O( 1.1
Tall enda or culls
THE LOUISVILLE MARKET.
The following report is furnished ex-
elusively to the NEW ERA by Glover &
Durre tt, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 4,438 Mids., with re-
ceipts for the same period of 4,769 hhds.
Sales on our toerket since Jaii. 1st
innocent to 163.1d‘,2 -hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1895 on our market to this date
amount to 151,000
While we have had a week of very
large receipts and sales, there has been
very little new dark tobacco offered for
sale-only 7 hhds. during the week and
only 20 biles. since the 1896 crop com-
menced to come forward. The quality
thus far has been very poor and prices
low. Old darks have been offered spar-
ingly, prices for such have been well
sustained.
The following quotations fairly repre-
sent our market for dark tobacco 1895
crop:
Traeh   $1 00 to $1 25
Common to medium lugs 1 00 to 1/60
Dark rich luge, ex' quality 2 00 to 8 50
Commou leaf  3 00 to 4 00
Medium to good leaf  4 00 to 550
Leaf of extra length  15 00 to 7 00
Wrappery styles  7 00 to 1000
PERSONAL POINTS.
Dr. James Rodman left Tuesday for
Washington to visit relatives.
Ed Boyd, of Dallas, Texas, arrived in
the city hot night ou a visit to relatives.
Dr. John Clardy returned Monday
from Washingtoh to spend Christmas
with his fatuity.
Mr. G. H. Stowe, of Julian, was in
town Monday. •
Mr. J. W . Williams, of Pembroke,
was in the city Monday.
Mr. G. H. Owen, of Gracey, was in
town Sunday.
Mr. Ed T. McCarty, of Cadiz, was in
the city Monday.
Mr. R. L. Murdock, of Owensboro,
spent Sunday here.
Mrs. John Clardy, jr., of Gracey, was
in the city shopping Monday.
Alias Tony Ware is visiting friends at
Church Hill this week.
Miss Addle Hroddie, of Church
Wail in toe et this week.
Dr. C J. Northington, of Lafayette,
is seriously ill %salt pneumonia.
Mrs. Riley Ely has returned from a
visit to her mother, Mrs. Lowry, at He-
lmut, Ark.
Dr. Harvey Watts, of Longview, was
in town Tuesday.
Mr. W. R. Baker, of Crider, was here
Tuesday.
Miss Mary Stoner. of Chicago, who is
visiting relatives in the county, was in
town shoppi ugMonday.
Miss Mary Ware left Tuesday after-
noon for Lancaster to visit relatives.
Chas. 0. Prowse, of the Lebanon law
school, came home Tuer. night to spend
the holidays.
Miss Grace Wood went to Lexington
Tuesday to visit heir sister, Mrs. J.
Rogers Barr.
Mr, W. B. Tucker has retarned home
after is long visit to her mother, who is
very ill in Paducah.
Mr. Clarence Kennedy went to Hot
Springs this week in the hope of bene-
Ming his physical condition.
Miss Josephine Hatcher, of Bethel
Females College, has gone to her home
near Trenton to inset her parents.
Janice K. Forbes, of Hopkinsville,
formerly Mayor of this city, is here cir-
culating among his many friends.-
Bowling Green Times.
Miss Susie Griffin, who has been TiS-
Ring Miss Annabel McFarland, in Hen-
demon, left yesterday to visit friends in
Hopkineville.-Owensboro Inquirer.
Mr. Walter Warfield went to Trenton
to-day to spend Chnstmas.
Miss Era Young, who has been at-
tendiug school at Clinton, returned
home last night to spend the holidays.
Miss Eva Cravens and Mn. Laarrence
Alexander, who have been attending
school at Clinton, returned home last
night to spend Christmas.
Mies MeWhirter, of Princeton, Ky.,
Mies Stanlny. of Augusta. Ark., and
Mies Emma Fletcher, students of Wards
'Seminary, are the guests of Mrs. Robe
Fleteher, at Hotel Latham.
Somethieg to Depend Os.
make h.-: life happy. Mr. Jain Jones, of the drug firm of
Jones tfc Son, Cowden, Ill„ in speaking
of Dr. King's New Discovery, says that
-irien last 
winter his wife was attacked with
legroom, and her Case grew so serious
makes child-Girt h eany,an that 
Physiciane at Cowden and Pena
ettare 
es
asteu
ary thee esIn i ehell:::b.le ceuld do nothing for her. It see-med to
develop into hasty consumption. Hav-
er stronger after than I • ritt g ing's New Discovery in thebefore confinement, and 1 Cr.' , „, lots of it, he took a
afford to neglect lie asa• she be-gnu to get better from first dose,
isgt1)tretle, ahliounuse.,"ing
NreohsEtihie,h; ;,uurtolit lottahteer , rumor .
and to the surprise of all
"Mother's
"A customer whose wife used 'Mother's Friend'
says mat if she had to go through the ordeal
again, and there were but tour bottle* to be
of' it nod, and the cost was SIC0.00 per bottle, be
would have them." 0z0.LATT011,Dayton,Ohio.
seat he 14.11• -,(prxe. it PER BOTTLE. Book.
.'TO EX PP.C1 ANT MOT!" 3," Iles
Tom BRADIrigth REGULATOR CO,ATLANTA.GA.
"01.0_11Y ALL OR UOGIIITS.
etilLaee
Colored Woman Heard Somebody Quietly Lock
a Hall Door.
The old Bank of Hopkinsville build-
ing on Main and Fifth streets was the
scene of a fire Wednesday morning. The
walls were not badly injured but two of
the front unstairs rooms were gutted by
the flames.
The alarm was turned in by a colored
man named Mack Wright. He saw the
flames about five minutes after one
o'clock.
The department responded quickly
and soon had the fire under control.
A peculiar feature connected with the
fire, and one that indicates that it was
of incendiary origin, was an explosion
Which WU heard by several persons just
before the alarm was given.
Lee Morris, who sleeps at the office of
the fire department, was awakened by
the sound.
Josie Monroe, an old colored woman,
who lives in a room in the rear of the
building, told a NEW ERA reporter that
morning that that tight, just before the
explosion, she heard some one slip into
the hall way,near her room,and thumb-
bolt the door.
Tie() rooms on the first floor of the
house are occupied by Feland & Feland
as law appartments. Although the fire
Was confined to the upper story rooms,
the explosion must have been in close
proximity to these offices, for the glass
in the doors and windows were shattered
and portions of the glass driven into a
plastered wall ten feet distant.
The rooms that were burned had been
occupied as sleeping appartments by
Tom Greer, Jr., and wife, neither of
whom wets at home at the time of the
fire. In one room a gasoline stove was
found, but it was intact, and could not
have been the source of the explosion.
All the furniture belonging to Greer
was destroyed.
The loss of Feland & Feland is small.
Water slightly damaged some of the
books.
The building, on which there was no
insurance, belongs to Lawrence Yontz,
of North Christian. He paid $1,800 for
it a short time ago. It was at times
the quarters of. the Bank of Hopkins-
ville, the express company, two news-
papers, a hotel, small boarding houses
and other businesses. It is one of Hop-
kinsville's land marks.
Prominent Citizen Dead.
Mr. J. C. White, a prominent citizen
of the Northern portion of the county,
living near the Kentucky line in the
Garrettsbnrg neighborhood, died Satur-
ally, of paralysis, aged 73. The funeral
services were conducted yesterday at
his late home by Rev. Chenardt and the
interment took place in the graveyard
there. He leavasa large family Conn oe-
tion -Clarkeville Chronicle.
_
vaiff_Citats
NAT GAITHER. - : - JAMES W EST .
GAITHER & WEST,
TOMO CORM Menials,
Hopkittsville, KY.
Liberal advances made on Tobs000. Four months storage Free.
COX & BOUL WARE,
Leeaclers_. Of
StylishzMade and
Best-Fitting CLothing.
HOPKINSVILLEI KY.
..•••
and half dozen dollar bottles cured her
sound and well. Dr. King's New Die-
ee lvery for consumption, coughs andro)ds
ruitruntetsi to& this go wi work.
Try it. Free trial bottles at R. C. Hard
NN ick's t,rug store. Reenter sin, 50 ota
and $1.00,
OUR STORE
Will-be closed from
12 to 2 p. m. on
Christmas Day.
J1 Hi ANDERSA & COI
• .1.
.2.44s-rommlein•••••••••• 
• 'a
-•41•
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THE REAL lif:LIGION.
ftfiV. DR. TALMAGE LAYS STRESS UPON
GOOD WORKS.
we Sees Little Good In the Religion That
Is Not litoalfeet le Good Deeds-Reli-
gion That Is Made Up of Fluent Fee-
potrAl
WASH:NO*1.1)S, Dec. 20. -This subjert
of Or. Talmage cuts through the n.n-
yr nt enal 'tics and spares nothing ef nett
make believe religion which is all talk
and no practice. The text chosen was
20, "Faith without works is
deet '
The Reman Catholic church has been
charged with putting too much stress
upon good works and not enough upeu
faith. I eharge Protestantism with pot-
ting not enough stress upon rood works
as cos nectedes ith salvat ion. Good works
will never save a man, bnt if a man
have not good works he has unreal faith
ana no genuine religion. There are
thoge who depend upon the fact that
they aro all right iuside while their
eoutluot is wrong outside. Their reli-
gion for the most part is made up of
talk-vigterous talk, fluent talk, boast-
ful talk, perpetual talk. They will me
tertain you by the hour in telling you
bow good they are. They come emu)
such a higher life that they have no pa-
tience with ordinary Christians in the
plain discharge of their duty. As near
as I can tell, this ocean craft is mostly
sail and very little tonnage. Foretop-
mast staysail, foretopmast studding sail,
main topsail. mizzen topeail -every-
thing from flying jib to mizzen epanker.
but making no useful voyage. Now.
the world has got tired of this, and it
Wales a religion that will work into all
the circumstances of life. We do not
want a new religion, but the old reli-
gion applied in all possible directiens.
Two Rivers.
YnCriPr is a river with steep and
re, ks, and it roars like a young
IC, ,s it rolls on over its rough
bee tiotbing bat talk about it-
em' - to way from its source in the
met,. -.et to the place where it empties
into the sea. The banks are so steep
that tee cattle caenot come down to
teink. It does not run one fertilizing
I into the adjoining field. It has not
one gristmill or factory on either side.
It sulk,s in wet weather with chilling
fogs. No one cares when that river is
born among the rocks, and no one cares
when it dies into the sea. But yonder
is another river, and it messes its banks
with the warm tides, and it rocks with
floral lullaby the water lilies asleep on
its bosom. It invites herds of cattle and
Borers of sheep and coveys of birds to
come there and drink. It has three grist-
mills on one aide and six cotton factories
on the other. It ie the wealth of 200
miles of luxuriantetarms. The birds of
heaven chanted when it WaS born iu the
mountains, and the ocean shipping will
press in from the sea to bail it as it
comes down from the Atlantio coast.
The one river is a man who lives for
himself. The other river is a man who
lives fur others.
Do yon know how the site rf the ea.
Weal sill 01 Jerusalem wile chosen/
Than won two Wilton who had tot
joisittio forma Tito mitt knottier heel ot
largo family, Ihe olher tio
The Irrellier With ;I lalert 1514,
writora to hay brothar with to fatuity.
He Meet be Intlelf• And will try fn
enter hint eel tied Will take rotor; of
1110 sheaves from my Aelti In the night-
time and set them over on his farm end
lay teething about It." The other broth-
er said, "My brother has a large family
and it is very difficult for him to sup-
port them, and I will help him 'along,
and I will takesomeot the sheaves from
my farm in the nighttime and set them
over on his farm meld say nothing about
it." So the work of transference went
ea night after night and night after
night, but every morning things seemed
to be Jed as they were, for, though
sheaves had been substracted from each
farm, sheaves had also been added, and
tho brotherb were perplexed and could
uollunderstand. But one night the broth-
happened to meet while making this
- was transference, and the spot
env met was so sacred that it
• ee: as tbe site of the city of Je-
t -4:i.e1:113. If that tradition thould prove
ce_fonnded, it will nevertheless Mond as
a leweitul allegory, setting forth the
idea wat wberever a kindly and gener-
ous le, t nog act is performed that is
,.r. ea for some temple of commem-
▪ have often spoken to you about
twee but this morning I speak to you
about works, for "faith without works
iv dead." I think you will agree with
me in the atatement that the great want
of this world is more practical religion.
We want practical religion to go into
all merchandiee. It will eupervitie the
labeling of gooda. It will not allow a
man to nay that a thing was made in
one factory when it was made in anoth-
er. It will not allow the merchant to
eav that -vatc.h was manufactured in
wet een it was manufactured in
Sletaaenusetes. It will not allow the
ewrchant to aay that wine came from
Madeira when it came from California.
Practical religion will walk along by
the store shelves and tear off all the
tags that make misrepreeentation. It
will not allow the merchant to say that
is pure coffee, when dandelion ruot and
chicory and other ingredientsgo into it.
It will not allow him to eay that is
pare engem when there are in it sand
and ground glass.
Practical Religion.
When practical religion gets its full
swing in the world, II will go down the
street. and it will come to that shoe
store and rip off the fictitious miles of
many a flue looking pair of shoes and
allow that It Is pasteboard meadwietwel
bele/ea. the tented leather, And thla
praetleal religion will go right into a
rosary peeve, and it will pull out the
plug of all the adultcreted and
It Will dump into the lob barrel in trout
of the store the Cassia bark that is sold
for cinnamon, awl the brickdust that
is soul ror cayenne pepper, ana et
shake out the prune= blue from tbe
tea leaves, and it will sift from the
Meer plaster of patio and bone dust and
enapstone, and it will by chemical anal-
ysis imparate the one 2uart of water
from the few honest &Oral of cow's
milk, and it will throw. taw the live
animaleulea from the brown sugar.
There haa been so much adeiteration
of articles of food that*. is au amaze-
ment to me that there is a healthy man
wrenen in America. Heaven only
knows what they put into the spices and
into the sugars and into the butter and
iuto the apothecary drug. But chemical
analysis and the microscope have made
wend...tent revelation& The board of
beetle] in Maitiesithimetta 'analyzed e
great tommone of what was called pure
coffee and found in it not one particle
of coffee. In England there is a law
that forbida the putting of alum in
bread. The public authorities examined
51 paekages of bread and found them
all piety. The honest physician, writ-
log a prescription, does not know Wet
teat it may bring death instead of
health to his patient, because there may
be one of the drugs weakened by a
cheaper article, and another drug may
be in fnll force, and so the prescriptir
may have just the oppoNite effect in-
tended. Oil of wormwood warranted
pure from Boston was found to have 41
per cent of rosin and alcohol and chloro-
form. Seammeny is one of the most val-
uable medical drugs. It is very rare,
very precious. It is the sap or the gum
of a tree or a bush in Syne. The root
of the tree is exposed, an incision is
made into the root, and then 'Melts are
placed at this incision to catch the sap
or the gum AA it exudes. It is very pre-
cious, this scaramony. But the peasant
mixes it with a cheaper material; then
it is taken to Aleppo, and the merchant
there mixes it with a obesper material;
then it cornea on to the wholesale drug-
gist in London or New York, and be
mixes It with a cheaper material; then
it comes to the retail druggist., and he
mixes it with a cheaper material, and
by the time the poor sick man gets it
into his bottle it is inches and chalk and
Rand, and some of what haa been called
pure scammony after analysis has Wee
found to be no seammony at all.
Speculation and Religion.
Now, practical religion will yet rec-
tify all this. It will go to thole) hypo-
critical professors of religion who got
a "menet" in corn and wheat in Chi-
cago and New York, sending prices up
and tip until they were beyond the
reach of the poor, keeping these bread-
stuffs in their own hands, or control-
IMg them untit tee prices goieg up and
up and up, they wete, after awhile,
ready to wel, thrractri-out, making
themselv, I 11111 t1/111.117S9 ID one or two ,
ve.-0 •-• ' "7 the matt, r em et,
etwen-----nee
mrAllisere,
Get WITten t7teit= eter -s- -tsr
university or a hespital, 110 divg them-
selves With the idea that! the Lord
would be so pleased with 'the gift be
would forget the swindle Now, us Ruch
a man may Dot have ant liturgy in
which to say his prayero, wilt com-
pose for him one which he practically
is making: "0 Lord,. wet by getting
a 'corner' iu breadstuffs, swanned the
people of the United States out of $10,-
000,000 and made suffering all up and
down the land, aud we would like to
comprombee thee matter with thee!
Thou knowest it was a wetly job, but
then it Was smart. Now, here we com-
promise it. Take 1 per cent elf the prof-
its, feud with that -1 per (mut you can
build an asylum for these poor misera-
ble ragamuffins of the street, and I will
take a yacht and go to Europe, forever
aud evee Amen."
Ah, my friends, if n man bath gotten
his estate wrongfully and he build a
line of hoepitals and univetsities from
here to Alaska, he cannot Inoue for it.
After awhile this man wIto ham been
getting a "corner" in wheett dies, and
them aatan gets a "corner" in him, Ile
gems into a great, long Black Friday.
There is a "break" iu the market. Ac-
cording to Wall street parlance, he
wiped others out, and now he is him-
self wiped out. No collaterela on which
to make a spiritual loan. Eternal clef-
sleet ion.
But tbis practical religion will not
only rectify all ruercletudise, it will
also rectify all mechanism end all toil.
A time will come when man will
work as faithfully by the job as he does
by the day. You say when a thing is
slightingly done, "Oh, that teas done by
the job!" Yon can tell by the swittnees
slownest with which h hackman
driven whether be is hired by the hour
or by the excursion. If he is tered by
the hour, he drives very slowly, so as to
make as many hours as poseible. If he
is hired by the excursion, he whips up
the homes so as to get around and get
another customer. All styles of work
have to be inspected-ships inspected,
hoinell inspected. machinery inspected,
boss to watch the jeurnemulue capital-
ist coming down unexpectedly to watch
the boss, conductor of a city car sound-
ing the punch bell to prove his honesty
as a passenger hands to him a clipped
nickel. •Il things must be Watched and
inspected. Imperfections in the wood
covered with putty, garments warrauted
to last until you put them (m the third
time, shoddy in all kinds of clothing,
chrome& pinchbeck, diamonds for $1.50,
bookbindery that holds on until you
read the third chapter; spavined horses,
by skillful dose of jockeys, for several
days made to look spry; wagon tires
pocrly put on, horses poorly shod, plate
tering that cracks without any provoca-
tion and falls off, plumbing that needs
to be plumbed, imperfect car wheel that
halts the whole train with a hot bla-
se little practical religion in the mech-
anism of the world. I tell you, my
friends, the law of man will never rec•
tify thesis things. It will be the all per-
vading influence of the practical religion
of Jtalla Christ that will wake the
change for the better.
lt Will On la Many channels.
Yet. this practical religion w ill also
go into agrioultato• whioh Is efuettiii•
ally hottoot, but tomtit to he rentilltd,
*MI II will' keep Ilse former from maid,
leg to the oily 144101set eyelet/at is lost
Immo to bill, owl wloif ilto farmer
fittelia Phones It *111 houp the tom
*11)) does the work hunt Making his
half tlitee,fourilts, tool it will keep the
farmer front building his post and tell
retire on kis neighbor's premises, and it
will make him shelter his oaiLle in tie'
winter storm, and it will keep the old
elder from working on Sutiday after•
noon in the new ground where nobody
sees him. Aud this practical religiou
will hover over the house, and over the
barn, and over the field, and over the
'orchard.
Yes, this practical religion of which
I speak will come into the Maimed pro-
fessions. The lawyer will feel his re-
sponsibility in defending innocence and
arraigning evil and expounding the
law. and ft will keep him from charg-
ing for briefs be never wrote, and for
pleaa he never made, and for percent-
ages be never earned, and from robbing
widow and orphan because they are de-
tenseJesa. Yes, this practical religiou
will come into the physician's life, and
be will feel hiereesponsibility as the
conservator of the public health, a pro-
fession honored by the fact that Christ
himaelf was a physician. And it will
make him honest, and when he does
not understand a case he will say so,
not tryiug to cover up lack of diagnosis
with ponderous technicalities. or send
the patient to a reckless drug store be-
meanie neneauothumerwhauumemeo nay a
percentage on the prescriptiope selt.
And this practical religion will come
to the schoolteacher, making her feel
her responsibility in preparing our
youth for usefulness and for happiness
and for honor, and will keep her from
giving a sly box to a dull bead, chastis-
ing him for what he cannot help and
sending discouragement all through the
after years of a lifetime.
This practical religion will also come
to the newspaper men, and it will help
them in the gathering of the news, and
it will help them in setting forth the
best interests of society, and it will keep
them from putting the sins of the world
in larger type than its virtue'', and its
mistakes than its achievements, and it
will keep them from misrepresenting
interviews with public men, and from
starting suspicions that never can be
allayed, and will make them stanch
friends of the oppressed instead of the
oppressor.
Yee, this religion, this practical re-
ligion, will come and put Hs hand on
what is called good society, elevated so-
ciety, suneessful society, so illod people
will have their expentlitnrea within
their literate, and they will axellanga
the 11711.0441'1,41 "toil at !WW1" ft* Ilia
honest explanation "ten tired" or "too
busy to nee yha'' and will keep itineebet
Newton trout lemmatise; lutemeated
conviviality.
Yea, there is great opportunity for
missionary work in what are culled the
succesetal classes of society. some of
the cities it is no rare thing now to see
a fashionable woman intoxiceted ia the
street, or the rail car, or the testaurant.
The number of fine ladies whit drink too
much is increating. Perhap• you may
find her at the reception iu 'nett exalted
company, but she has made :too many
visits to the wineroom, and now her
eye is glassy, and aft, r awhile her cheek
is unnaturally flushed, au& then she
falls into fits ot excruciating laughter
about nothing, and then she efiers sick-
eniug flatteries, sonte homely
man how well he look's, and then ahe is
helped iuto the carriage, aitel by the
time the carriage gets to het home it
taken the husband and the efT.JCiautii to
get her up the stairs. elle levee is she
wait taken suddenly ill at * german.
Ab, nol She took too much elerimpague
and mixed liquors and got drriuk. Twat
wee all.
% In Marriage Relations.
Yea, this practical religiou will have
to come in wee fix up the merriage re-
lation in America. There are members
of churches who havo too many wives
and toe many husbauda. Society needs
to be expurgated and washed awl fu-
migated and Christianized. • We want
this practical religion not only to take
hold of what are called the lower class-
es, but to take hold of what 'are called
the higher claases. The trouble ei that
people have au idea they den do -all
their religion on Sunday with hymn-
book and prayer book and liturgy, and
some of them sit in church rolling up
their eyes as though they *ere ready
for translation, when their Sabbath is
bouuded on all sides by an ineousisteut
life, und while you are expecting to
come out, from nuder theirerms the
wings of an angel there comnout from
their forehead the horns of a tease
. There has got to be a new departure
in religiou I do not say a new religion.
oh, no, but the old religion brought to
new appliances. In our time we have
had the dagnerreotype and the ambro-
type and the phetrigraph, but it is the
same old ann, und these arts are only
new appliances of the old. sunlight. So
this glorious gospel is jest what we
want to photegraph the image of God
tti one soul and deguerreotype it ou an-
other none Not a neW gemmed, but the
Did genet put to new work. lu our
time we have had the telegrephie in-
vention, and the teleptenic itiventiou,
and the eleetric light invention, but
they are all children of old le ectricity,
an elf namt that the philosoplitra have a
long while knowu much abour. this
on the eyea aud ears and son of men
electric gospel needs to fleshisits light
mid to become a telephone! medium to
make the deaf hear, a telegreptsic me-
dimes to dem invitation and teaming to
,Metri •
-e-enewsememegetwel
-entemeettlee. Wt. emetene
Mine" trietweltererxi weemetetairhetuit-
spheres. Nut a Hew gospel, but the cid
goseel doing a new work.
. New you sate "That is a very beau-
tiful thyory, but is it possible to take
one's religiou into all tee awnations
and businesets of life?" Yee mid I will
give you nune specimen& Medical doc-
tors who toil their religion into every•
day life: Dr. John Abercrombie of Ab-
erdeen, the greatest tecottith physician
1113 dllYt hie 1/00k 011 ef the
•
zarttff?
-`'11n.1.4
FUT:I.Y VEGETABLE.
The ehrnpest, mire., and tyo.t. family Toed'.
Brain and Spinal Curti" be more won- fettetet'eet'etttttletlett eXteeseti tete'n'' fur
dente' than his book on "The itenulato tie.. It11.1 pre1
phy the Moral leetliugs,': mad otteu (Lest loaner., Jawed:vowel ea
kneeling at the of his patients mw..trit
h and spleen.
nt Chills and
Complaints,
t commend thent tied in prayer; l)r. mr.„-noth I, 0, it: r.z so corn-
John Itiover, ef Etna:ogle immortal r.1 ease it eemete'.. Fut.'.111F11I;s".1,::..1)esten"1:3
an aut hie, dying nieler the benedietiou 
Simmons
of the sick ot Ciiinburgh, mytelt r3- remedy tor l',,te... repuled.te ntli.l:,;,ter'." 11‘turewill
also improve your appetite, complexion and
membering him as he kat iu his study gene'ral health. ,
CONWIWATtOatin Edinburgh tnlking to me 
abeut
ChOst and .his hope of heaven, and a
score et Christian family physicians in
Washingten just BR good as they -were.
Lawyers who carried their religion
into their profession: Lord Cairns, the
gueeu's adviser for many years, the
highest legal authority in Great Brit-
ain-Lord Cairtm, every summer in his
vacation preaching as nu evangelitt
among the poor of his country; John
McLean, judge of the rinpreme court of
the United States and president of the
American Sunday School union, feeling
more satisfaction in the latter office
than in the former, and scores of Chris-
tian lawyers as eminent in the church
of God as they aro eminent at the bar.
A Case In Point.
Merchants who took their religion
into everyday life: Arthur Tappan, ele•
rided in his day because Ise ettablislied
that system by which wo come to find
out the commercial standing of busitem
men, starting that entire system, de.
rided for it then, himself, as I knew
him well, in moral character Al. Mon-
day mornings inviting to a room el the
top of his storehouse the clerks of his
establialauent, askieg them about their
should net •-ardeet as trifling ailment-
Pa !act, .,.t; 1! .1. CI,  111.1e the itt.At regularity
t',,o o'.4 ally it tog from this
Ilte Way oficmi W,rious gau-
ger. It !level/en. IISC,Arity 1..)tem.•ve impure
account latems ',In the bowel* 11P it is SAL
sl,et., and me hoall le ran bo expected where
a meet v e habit ter body prevails.
SICK IIEADACIIIEI
This du:ire...stag artuction :174 most fre-
nen, ly 'fut. dieiturbauce ot the- stomach,
ar,t1:eg from tho imperfectly digested eon-
lent., scv_ere pain in Ilea
at.-,...1!1!"1.111.-1 with disagreeable Iltillsea, and
mitten:en:Iles whet is peptilarly known as
bielc 'r the relief of which take
tohninsons Liver ttegulator.
g;r-EN-FRY PACKAGE-Ca
Ras Car Z in red ou the wroppein
J. II. EF.ILIN t CO., Philadelphia.
i.)t.ly
St-IV:0th
Whito
Skin
wordly interests und their spiritual lie F-r
iu prayer, giviug them a few words of
good advice, asking theuewhat church
they attended on the Sabbath, whet the
text was, whether they had any (Five
cial troubles of their own. Arthur Tap-
pan. I never heard his eulogy pro-
nounced. I pronounce it Alld eth-
er mercbmits just as geed. William E.
Dodge iu the iron business, Motes H.
Grime 11 in the arepping businezA Pe-
ter Coopei. in the glue business. Steens
of men just as good at they were.
Farmers who take their religion into
their occupation: Why, teis minute
tlieir_horsee Wed wagons stand armee
all tliewirieeiTuin W•Teeei Aiiielica
They began this day bye prayer to God,
and when they get home at noon, after
they have pat their horses up, will offer
a prayer to God at the table, seeking a
blessing, and next summer there will
be in their fields not one dishonest bead
of rye, not one %dishonest ear ot corn,
not one dishonest apple. Worshiping
God today away up uniting the Berk•
shire hen, or away elewu amid the la-
goees if Florida, or welly tout timid tlei
mime of Coltantio, or ulong the Lewitt
cf the Pot ulnae and the wilcra
1 !wow throw better because went to
subool with them,
10e0114111O• t•• h.. Wok if
In their iseetiroilido• I J•iint litioillt,ro
Ito Comm+ !tow ,
Mirth lite tentietti thip 1,Iein
Peelle the Itilemisi 1.1e belnille nee
1)111141ml+ Mid ibuteutiel. cf strong e.
Whit it hasp mete the Immune atm the A I. le
saw, and the ails, and the elfin, tinil C oPeLiail t3 Will kni.•••
• att oonnd filo graud warth of our Office oil Weal tide Nnttil Main. near
uutienel induttries.
Good Works.
Give your heart to God and then Gll
your life with good works. Consecrate
to him your store, your shop, your bank-
ing home, your factory and your home.
They say uo one will hear it. God will
hear it. That is enough. You hardly
know ot auy one else than Wellingten
as con-meted with the victory at Water-
loo, but he did uot do the hard lightine.
The hard lighting was done by the
Somerset cavalry, and the Ryland regi-
ments, uud Kenip's infautry, and the
Scotch grays, and the Life guards. Who
cares, if only the day was won?
In the latter part of the last century
a girl in England became a kitchen
maid in a farinhoutc. She bail maim
styles of work and much hard work.
Time rolled ou, and she wearied the
sou cf n weaver of Halifax. They were
industrious; they saved money enough
after soviets to build them a home. On
the morning of the day when they were
to enter that home the young wife arose
at 4 o'clock, entered the front dooryard,
knelt down, consecrated the place to
God, awl them made this milman vow:
"0 Lord, if thou wilt bless i3
this place, tl.e poor shall have a there
of it." Time rolled on and a fortane
rolled in. Cbildten grew up around
them, and they all became affluent. One,
a member of parliumeut, iu a public
place declared that his success came
from tbat prayer of his mother in the
dooryard. All of them were aflame
Four thousand Leeds in the factories.
They built dwelling houses for laborers
at cheap rents, and where they were in-
valid and coule not pay they bad the
I:muses for nothieg. One of these sous
came to this . country, admired our
parks, went back, bought laud. opeued
a great public park and made it a pres-
ent to the city of Halifax, England.
They endowed an orphanage:- teey C11-
dowm1 Mee ahushousee All England
has heard of the generosity and the goeil
works of the Crossleys. Moral: Conte-
rrato to God your small means and your
humble surroundinga, mei you wilt
have larger 'menus awl grunter sumer:tid-
ings'. "Gettlimea is protitab'e unto all
theme having prowler' of the lib' Out
how I+ end et that which Is Id collie,"
"Have faith in Mal ley all oil, ins, bet
retaliate r that faith without works h
detul,"
terests, tben giving out a hymn, leading a e.1 a Lea at te.
it prtdstaty mewls rtenewirm. rc-"at,
pterul.sd, uu*.'
'tut -lc • ... loot pato is
r -,,• eft f .fi•e =Loa:,
eslt..
Viet--La Cre,MT:5
el "lost* iti-errl.kop and re 401^ ss 111.0% in.
It. Stotletrl It 1. vont:Leath
- . .5' • I r s I
I. S.S :lee... es 414 11, IPA chill
it. 11‘ • .1 n• dies w.le teositi eel:
sl. - ins, is •abarti
is • ewe ein eteet.
neat laida..$ ir'rk.: 3a cents al tr „ar
0.C. LiTTNne eest..ele' e.,:o.
Why is tt that ells
\ man is old and cm
crepid at te, and
another hale and
hearty at 8o? The
accident of birth has
something to c;a
with it. Some men
are born stronger
than others, but Ire.
quently the strong
-man becornes weak
and the weak man
strong. It depends
on the care he takes
et' himself. When the man who runs an
engine hears an unusual sound about it, he
stops immediately and looks it up. If he
finds a little looseness, or a little crack, itis remedied immediately. If it isn't, there
will come a break presently - a break
that will wreck the engine. Likely as not
this same man will totally ignore tne call
for help from tome one of hit own organs.
He will let the trouble grow and grow untilit lays him out in bed. If he keeps w,
working v.ith a damaged bedy, he win sre
wear it oat. The strain on his nerves 1% 11
tell on his constitution. He will not be
hearty when he is old. The chances are he
never will be old at all. Dr. Pierce's Gold-
en Medical Discovery restores health. Itit not only a cure fer diseate. it is a pre-
ventive'. Whenever a man feeliewhat he it
not qui: 'I' \ - 11 as he ought to oe, when-
ever he istless, without energy and with-
out vitalh• . whenever he finds that he is
losing weight and that his ordinary work
gives him undue fatigue, ..he needs the
"Golden Medical Discovery." No matteihow his trouble shows itself, this wonder-
tut remedy will cute hit.n. We say it is
wonderful because or its wonderful results,
and not because there is anything super-
natural about it-not because it does any•
thing that is unexpected. or anything whichits diecoverer did not mean it to do. That
it cures many different so-called diseasesis the most natural thing in the world
when you understand that nearly all di.;•
eases spring from the same thIng- bad
digestion and consequent impure blood
The "Discovery " makes the appetite geed,
the digestion strong, assimilation easy, and
the blood rich and pure. Wo disease of theblood can withstand its action,
Learn more about it from Dr. Pierre's Com-
mon Sense Medical Adviser, toot pages. prolu,e-
ly illustrated. which will he sent free on receipt
twenty-onel.yi) one-cent stamps to cover cost
of mailing awCy. Address, World's Dispcusary
Medical Liwociatiou. buffalo, N. Y.
An Angel of. Mercy:
Truly, the miraculous cures of rheu-
matism made by Salvation Oil, justly
earned for it the title : an angel of
mercy ; for many bed-confined rheu-
matics have experienced the great, cur-
ative properties of this modern lini-
ment. "I used Salvation Oil for rheu-
matism and found it a sure cure. I
used three bottles anti am nowilerfect-
ly well,and I would feel myself a bene-
factor if I could induce every person
afflicted with rheumatism to try Salva-
tion Oil." James II. Bryant, Debruhls,
N.C. Salvation Oil is sold everywhere
for 25 cents, but some dealers may key,
"we are out of it." hoping to sell a
cheap substitute instead. Insiet on
getting Salvation Oil, or go to some !OFFICE
other dealer who will fiell it to pu. 4
reliCI d i LII
Fire and Life
Insurance Aga ts.
Agents tor 1
Did Mod Benefit Life
Of Not,if I , :Now ,hrocy,
SOO thoir now contract.
r.v.1„11, 1g the eimirsde,
Loos arid Estar
•
Court•hottae, Hipkinavillee, Ky.
Canis Wallace.
Cushman s
MENTHOL INHALER
Cur.. r t,. of the
-.ea 1 1.10eil
CATAP.RH, HEADACHE
NEURALGIA, LimeteeE,
WILL CURE halation COPS
entern.it, .nuffing, coughing,
SI EADAelig. Con.
,tiourd use effects
sl'UF CUPP..
ENDORSED bYthe
highcet medical gip
N\ ,ra.s0 of Europetoil America for
• N., COT.DIS,Bars Throat
nay P ever.
•
a. 1 Tlea”.hful rot to
ohlttes, Le. ORTPPE.
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nisi Nervous Proetrrieen. Pon't te rooked will, worthies,
FL...AP/1.13in Sutler-
s's. Brings Riser to the Short, r. Cures Inearen4
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at All Prumorts . ism
CUSHMAN'S
Fl
t.o.:ette:1,0.. f es.:os• I.:me:dins 1.51
..1 Salt R stnn., Old Soros Cats 111
an' "C co nid °V." hnl
fr.seenne.otldirr.17...Cstraizin:u%nTf
Doctors Say;
Thous and Intermittent Fever.
-,- hich.prevail miastnntic dis-
:Tic:3 are invariably accompan•
7 1- y derangements cf thr:
.-nar.'n er. snd Bowels.
The Secret oi Health.
.:1. : is the ir::eat "
" in the mechanism of
rc.n, e.r.d witen it is cut oforder,
"%VFW' le sy.steri bee.omes de.
,;-.nzecl and disease is the result.
Tutt'a Liver Pills
cared! Liver Troubles.
a•MININS111•141 AllitIMINOMM•111111111•MIIIM2.1.2.:. OW.
7271":1?"Flrl: •
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Professional ds.
11 ILLIANI B. NYELY,
Attorney-At-Law.
Sargent Buildirg - - • Main:St.
- ---
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr.
HUNTER WOOD & LSON,
Attorneys-A t- Law .
Office in Hopper Block, up stairstover
Plaetere Bank.
HOPKIN - - KENTUCK Y.
JOHN FELAND,
Attorney - At - Law,
OFFICE: Old Bank Building, corner
5th end Main Ste.
M. S. Meriweather:
r*I'161(
)1111,,et over tteesetr's fir:Si-newer Block
E.. C. ANDERSON. .
phvolpi9n Pplia
uu
Office over Planters Bate. Office
hoard from 9 to 11 a. re., .1 1.41 4 .p. m
11. 1. WOODORll,
PHYSICIAN •
AND SURGEON.
0 •
elee
DISEASES OF WOMEN A SPECIALITY.]
Ragsdale) and Cooper melding!
HoUlt.13: ft to 10; 2 tn 4.'
jeletpLtotte No. 182
EDITORIAL COMMENT. SPANISII BRUTAlITY.
The Sultan of Turkey so fur has not
not 'elide any kick about the agreement
reached by "The Powers" in his case. I
A New I ork paper wants te know
what the value of a kiss is. In New
York it seems to depend entirely upon
the financial coudition of the defendant.
l'oor McKinley ! He hasn't even been
ellowed to select his own Cabinet offi-
cers. All deals for Cabinet places have
been make direct with Mark Hanna.
It is teaki.-theit the-MC:O.-Mint; Adminis-
tration will do everything in its power
to bunish liquor from the Capitol. 'There
are bard times ahead for Congreesman-
elect Booze, of Maryland.
_ _
The people of New Hampshire must
send Bill ()handler to the United Stator,:
Senate simply in order to get him out of
the State, as they could certainly have
no other reason for doine so.
- - - -----
Hanna says he's not making any Cab-
net slates. It is. however, claimed that
he carries a large wet spoilge annelid
with him ready for use in case McKinley
makes any that are not suitable.
Count Henri Kling and Prince Loren-
zo Mabee are under arrest for swindling
Chicago innocents out of $2000. They
conld have realized more titan that on
their titles in the-Ad marrying way.
It is said that if Major McKinley could
have his way about it the inaugural ball
would be bounced in short order, but he
knows he'd catch it from Hanna if he
should suggest such a thing as knocking
the ball out.
Up in Vermont there is a town nam-
ed Baltimore, the inhabitants of which
did not vote on Noeember 3rd, because
they *sought election day was Novem-
ber 5th. It's, however, dollar to cents
that they'll not be lute getting up to the
pie counter'.
The Philadelphia, paper that asks
'•When a thief not a thief?" evidently
never heard of a kleptontanicae. A poor
man who steals is a thief, while a rich
man who steals is not a thief, but a
kleptomaniac-that is, unless he does
his stealing through means of a protet.t-
ive tariff-e-heu he is then spoken of as
a wide-awake business man.
Some scientist hao figured the matter
out and finds that the coal supply of
the world is sufficient to last 7,350 years
longer. The public ought to rest easy
uow that it is assured that there is no
immediate (homer of a coal famine.
Judging from the actions of the Coal
Trust one would suppose that there eau
scarcely enough coal iu the world to
last the present winter out.
Tin) New York- arrested
for boating his wife nits elendeh es
merely keeping III leiteltinie
emermemes
MI.Ktillty got Ilene Chriolines
preoriuto title year Ilion !inlets rtivoiv
(luring ytait of les NM life, ii1.41
emelt preaetit elm atinsealitit Of the
nature of a 1,ribe,
Major Cirujeda, who with 710 eel.
diem asteaminated Maceo mid his staff
of six men, hue been promoted to a
licutenant-coloneley for the bravery
shown by that act. To be consistent
the Spanish Government ought to make
Dr. Zertucha, the villein who led
Maceo into the trap, captain General
of Cuba.
_
When Europe completes the task ot
civilizing the Turk it ought to turn its
attention to Spain, where savagery
seems to be on top-that im, if your
Uncle Sauniel has not already done the
work before them. The Spanish hay
shown the world recently that they are
very little, if any, more civilized than
the Turk.
If the Republicans are to have an ex-
tra session ot Cougresa end tinker with
the tariff and keep the whole eountry
suerietwe as to what they will filially do
that prosperity of which Mr. McKinley
WeyIer Has Cuban Prison-
ers Thrown to Sharks.
POLICE JUDGES WIN.
A MOB'S AWFUL WORK
Another Deep Stain on Ken-
tucky's Reputation.
THREE NIEN LYNCHED.
The Amtwean Federalen ot Labor Declares A Mot Entered the ressellvele Jail. Riddled
Bill Proctor With Bullets and Rung
His Two Brothers.
For the Wee Coinage of Silver
at 16 to 1.
(sPECIAL TO NEW Eitel
Tampa, Fla., Dee. 10.-RobertoSolar,
a well-known citizen of this place who
has been in Ceiba for teiehteen months,
says that riltitongh the world may not
believe it, 3-et it is a fact that Wo ler is
having some of the Cuban prisoners
drowued. The men are put ia boats,
roe-ed out to a point where the ocean is
alive with sharket and with their hands
tied and a heavy weight fastened to
their feet they are thrown out and are
soOn devoured by the hungry eharks.
Those whom they thrown theydeclare be-
long to a secret society called the "Nan-
igos," tout as a fact they class anyone as
a Nauigo if they Wish to drown them.
THE JUDGES WIN.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky., Dec. 19.-The Court
of Appeais 3 esterday decided a ease that
's of importance to every police judge ill
theState.It was the case of l'olice Judge
R. II. Thompson, of Louisville, against
Auditor Stone. 'I he Court decides that
police judge"; are entitled to $2 for each
examining trial, and where a case takes
more than one day in trial they are en-
titled to e2 for each and every day.
THEY WANT MORE MONEY.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Cincinnati, 0.,•Dee. 19:-The Ameri-
can Federation of Labor by a vote of
1,935 to 302 declared for the free and
unlimited coivage of, silver at 16 to 1,
and pledged its support to ally political
party so declaring. Gompers was
unanimously re-electedPresident ;Secre-
tary elcOraith was unanimousy fired;
resolution It censuring Sal reme Court of
United States were defeated after a hot
debate; Niuffiville, Tenn., decided upon
MI Meeting pinee next m
• QUININE Volt CI:11.%,
(oPuetat, TO NOV eltAl
U1111'1411. Dee 10,-AI a 1,100111g hot
1•Ifilit o.rtfro abt for Cuba. it !oval
drug house rontributed twenty thou.ailit
grebe. of titIllillIP, Whit+ is Wally
needed by the patriot army. Supplicm-
not men- -ts What lileettlidnii need most
nort, Ns they have more men than they
can arm and feed.
PARKEWS
Clfetneol beaut.lai the halt.
HAIR BALSAMI
Prot.cfl a lustgant RIortM.
err right to Restore Getty;
Tistr t- its Youthful Ce:cr.
Oucs met d roues L Lair
6.c. sal 41.1,..1 inracia.
Use Partcre '1. ,-iree *ern Coop.
Weal,. to Ls. Is.. e. Nun Take tir .e. Wets
aus.ERE:?,-(v.s. nr.:y sure cure for (kn.yoga • el 4.4 WaCUI a 1.)1.).• N.
FENNYROYAL PILLSOe'stesi est Gescifeet
CI !..keetet,. TE'rland /Tema& •
• A".XI
‘‘ it...0i to Westland inetalas
.fT.tesirs sw1 e. bum riMe...1. Tete)
Ins sthr.. le rttubrros• •••••,./..
: bew • At 1..‘ .,arl•e• eiside
e•-ap• 3 ar'<1. .ca. et.m
s
Lem. :,‘ :Leuts.
•• T... Par T ettlea," • et feb7,1-1,tvv::,
"Nr". . ••••••••,, "'",-, -"" ''..1"Terwas declared to be the advance agent .. ;Lc
ance before the latter part of next year, I
if that soon.
can not be expected to put in an appear.,
The care of Rheninntimu has often
taxed medical skill, but it's prevention
has been very easy by an occasional use
of Simmons Liver Regulator. It keep".
the liver well regulated, and the system
free from poison. Therein is the secret
of health. "I have towel it for years for
Indigestion and Conttipation, and also
found it gives one relief from touches of
Rheumatism."-N. Hughes, Lordsburg,
N, M.
No businese man who spends more
money than he makes can long continue
in -business. What's true of individu-
als in that respect is true of Govern-
ments. This Government mute make
arraegements to either inereage its in-
vent.. or decreime its expenditure's, other-
wise there are worse troubles ahead
than It has yet experit need.
em tet yen, 'intend halm used about
all tit the mush 'mil lung temente* (het
the lenient of toe molferIng. I Will say
have been sold ,1,11 ;,.,. hap I wok fo.
!ilia I 'MVO ii$IYUr ROW Noy marsh.
citual tolDr, liell's eitio,Tar-lionor. It
Oro. quick and Ilernienteut relief to
Melees well As other eoughs. We
keep it iu oar house all the tune and
would not be without it.
Mits. M.'A. METCALFE,
1006 Suth Fourth Mem, Pwitimeht Ky.
Sold by R. 0. Hardwick.
If the silver craze is as dead as the
gold-bugs have beep SO loudly proclaim-
ing tor several mooths hy is it that
the mails are still flooded with gold-bug
rature and HIM lhe"National Demo-
cratic party" has mitablished permanent
headquarters in New York from which
to continue the distribution of its liter-
ature? The actions of the gold-bugs
show that they are not sincere when
they say that the cause of free silver is
dead.
Recken's Arnica have.
The Beet Salve in:the world for Cuts.
Brubses, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tette*, Chapped Hande
Chilblains, Corns aad all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
pereet satiafacion or money refunded.
Prife 25 cents per box. For Sale by P
0. Hardwick HopkinsvilleKv.
If Weyler is to be burned in effigy
and Spanish flags are to be burned be-
fore crowds in public places in this coun-
try, it is well that it is being done ex-
clusively North of the Ohio river, for if
it were in the South the Northern press
would' have cotenant after column of
editorials pointing to the occurrences
and declaring that it showed that the
tpirit of rebellion was not yet dead in
the South. There is no objection to
burning Weyler in effigy, but let it be
confined to the North.
B. F. Jackson, Oliver, Ga., write@ : "I
eonsider Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey the
best remedy I have ever taken for the
throat and lungs or any kind of a
cough." Sold by It. C. Hardwick.
It is said plat Queen has mime to
this country\ for a pensioe of $10,000 a
year. If she can compromise on $9,-
999.95 we'd advise her to do it. Queen
Lil is, how-ever, just as unich entitled to
receive a pension at the hands of Uhcle
Sam as are thousands upon thousands
of rascals in this country who are draw-
ing pensions, in facteho is more entitled
to do so, because her hrone was stolen
from her by'a gang of citizens of this
country sent there for that purpose by
the Republican party and the Sugar
Trust.
Incipient conenmption is cured with
Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey. Inflamma-
tion is allayed and tite clogging of the
lungs is stopped. s is areome-
lished the road to hmiltt steitieht •
one. (let a bottle tolday.
%`. L - .11.1
• lj t I ,,
ri In Mouth. ale.- ?p.a. g.1
' CO.. Will Ma11411111C
ago, tor proofs of cures. Card
*SOO 000 *fond eases cured to 1
, , 1 041,- pone book free.
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Ohio Valley Ity,
cotineetion with the 0. 0, & Pi, W.
and IlinitilsrOetitral, to boulsville,
Meniplibli Nett' Orleteme mid
heyelltie
llopIthisvills
Ar,
An A11,011110*
Ar. New Orleans
Ar. Louisville
Ar. Cincinnati
t. 111, IAN p.ti
1U :GO neon A I'll p,o)
11 :40 p. ui. 7:10 4411
7 :40 ut. 7 :20 p.m
11:10 p. m
6:40 a. m
Close conneetions made at l'rineeton
with throrigh solid vmtibule trains, car-
rying Pullman Buffet sleepers, mid
free reclining chair mire
B. F. Mitchell, E. M. Sherwood,
G. P. A. Ate.
Evansville, Ind. klopkinsville
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FERD SCHMITT Agent
Hopkinsville, Ky.
0. V. lly. Time Table.
Corrected May 31, 1896
SOUTH 110rND.
No. 1 daily No. 3 daily
Lv. Evansville 6 :15 a. m
Lv. Henderson 7:02 "
Lv. Corydon 7 :23 " 
el :2; 087
et ••
:Oe "
5:51 "
Ler. Morgaufield 711:5251
Lv. DeKoven 8 :27 "
Lv. Marion 7:35 "
ler. Princeton 10:21 " S:10 "
Arv. Hopkinsvillell :30 noon 9:50 p. m.
NORTH ROUND.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily.
La. Hopkineville 6:20 a. m. 2:53 p. m.
arrileatvme 4 :4600
Mariont "
Lv. DeKoven :27 " 6 "
6:41 '•
Lv, Morganfleld 9:1/2 "
Lv. Henderson 0:62 "
Lv. Corydon 9:30 " 
87 :0127
7 :41 e
Arv. Evansville 10:40 " 8:55
UNIONTOWN BRANCIL
NORTH BOUND.
Lv. Mereanfield 9:10 a. m. 7:1h pe re.
Arv. Uttiontoten 9:3e a. in. 7:40 p. m.
SOUTH BOUND.
Princeton 6:87 "
Le.- Uniontown 7 :25 a. in. 5 :25 p. m
Arv. eforganfleld 7 el0 a. tn. 6:50 p. in,
emcee rilF.IGIIT TRAINS.
7:15 a. in. daily.lee Prime-tett
Arv. Hopkineville 10:20 a. m. daily
Lv. Hopkineville it :00 p. m. daily.
Arse Jite". *4-;:wheu7,:ullt.
:Ile. Ind. •
[SPECiLlt. TO NEW 1..RA]
Eneeellvillet Ky., Dec 18.- I :30 p. m.
-This town lifts been wild with eemte-
meat all day, awl absolutely no buei-
ness has been transacted sheen the busi-
ness houses were opened this morning.
Early thief morning a mob
of 200 men hien different parts of Logan
comity, lint Most of them from the
neighborlood et Adairville, cane, into
town and at once proceeded to the
county jail. The jailer was overpower-
ed and the kegs to the jail were taken
from him. The mob then entered the
jail and shot Rill Froetor to dea h with
shot guns. Then the cell was entered
and Bill's two' brothers, Arch and Diuk
Proctor, wereeted and taken by the
mob to a convenient place near the town
limits, where ehey were hung, several
shots being -fired into their bodies while
they were hanging and beton they
were dead.
The body of Bill Proctor, who wai
killed in the cell, was riddled with bul-
lets, a large number of tnea having fir-
ed togeiher. so that it could never be
known eho reolly tem, in that
way giving etioh man a chance in after
years to feel tbat it was not him, but
someone else ilia killed the man.
It will be remeniteered that on the
night of the 94th Arch, Dick .and Bill
Proctor weretogether aud that Arch
Proctor, who was a notorious outlaw
and who had been tried at three (effer-
ent times &tripe his life for as many
murders, came upon Aaron Craton and
ithout provocatiou murdered him-
beat him to death after having firet shot
him. The murder was such a brutal
one that the Whole comity was UP- in
anns amid threetencel to mob the three
teeth( re
--11111: Red Diiik havirg also
team 017i-ft-SI Its ateeseoriam it
having 1•01,11 ohowli ob arty that tilby ifo•
stood 1i rillons
high ,v,orkot imr.1
toil prevented lite orgriniantUni II
inol) for sonieStite, but nt hut popular
indignation 14WAIIII4 so grout that a llinti
Was orgameed a day or two ego and this
mornieg WAS need upon as the time for
hanging. The men would tot have
been mobbed but for the fact that many
red-handed murderers have within the
last two yearagone unwhipped of justice
in this comae', that the people were
afraid to trust the waits in the ease of
these men-so they took the law into
thtir own hands-and put a stain npon
the State's name when they did it.
It is &aid that the mob this morning
did not intend to shuot any of the met:,
but had determined to take them all out
quietly and hang.teem, but that when
the jail Was entereg, Bill Proctor resist-
ed. and a number of men turned and
fired the eontents of their_ guns into
him. That, however, may have been
intended.
While people eleploke the awful work
of this morning, yet evemleely is glad
that the Procterte are out et the world,
as they were eery desperate and lawless
characters. :
. DU. BELL- tS-PINE7TAIS- IIONEY
Advances a New Tbeory in tLe Treat-
ment of 411 Cough, Lung and
Brom-thee Troubles. It
CU;TOR and Cures
Quickly.
Absolutely karmic-as and plemeent to
take. It cuts totem the mucous and al-
lows it to be spit off without exertion or
straining and letems the cough at once te-
healidit the he:lamed parts; gives rigo
and vitality te the:respiratory orgiuts
and produces st condition in which all
the funetions ere exertml with regulari-
ty stud harmoi y.
Sold by R. C. Hardwiekt
Talk about the counties ill the moun-
tains of Kentecky, what's the matter
with Logan comity, that hetet in the
mountains? T1 ere have been more hotn-
irides in that (*minty wallet the peat
tire years ptidadity than there heve
hetet in tiny two other Mittel ita in the
Stele, tin MI+ Ottndsititt *Mit little
stiM1biltSt It Mill named Traughla r
some erime, 0101,1 took him out •••iii
11011, 013 aft,'EW ONO
that he wits tirely Ointment. Tito had
featuro of the case is Plitt in Logan
county the murderers have all been al-
lowed to go unwhipped of jtettice-at
least, nearly 141 of them.
Rheumatism Cured In a Day.
"Mystic Cnete" for Rheumatiem and
Nearaltria radically curee in 1 to 3 days.
Its action upo* the syefem rebiarkable
and mysteroui. It remove, at once the
cause and the disease immediately dim
Temars. The ; fi rat dose greatlo beneete ;
75 center Sold byl Ot Hardwick Drug-
gist Hopkinavillee-
The St Lour Globe-Democrat speaks
of the possilde rejection of the nennna-
tions of Frinees, tor Secretary of the
Interior, and Forman, for Commission-
er of Iuternal I:we-mine, as an aeseult on
Mr: Ube-el:mill and it 'says that in view
of the aid that Mr. Cleveland and his
gold associate* rendered Meleinley
the recent campaign the Republican
Senators should regard this assault on
Mr. Cleveland as an assault on them-
selves. Certaitily they should, there's
no differencee-as the Democrats have.
been contending all along. But sup-
eose they do regerd it assuch, what eau
they do whe* the silver Democrats
and silver. Repablicans constitute a ma-
jority of the Senate?'
A bottle of Di. Bell's Pine-Tar-IIo
should be on the medicine (shelf of ev
i101110. In a sultden ateack of croup le
invaluable.; alloying the irritation a d
ending the danger in less time than it
would take to , go for the doctor. t
stands pre-endnent as a remedy f r
coughs, colds alid all kindred else:thee
The protected manufacturers, who
have for years dead the strong hand of
the law to reach down t lets
of the people and tit and
give it to them ea that
home industries must be sustained, are,
preparing to move upon Washington in i
full force aed attempt to colivinee Con-
gress that the *hole people are crying'
out for more protection, demanding
that they be rohbed on a flinch larger
scale than they lhave ever yet been rob-
bed. This Congress will not touch Mr.
Dingle:yet bill, lane there will not be
time enough te !prepare' a new bill be-
fore the 4th of etfurch, but the menu-
facturees will be able to make Hanna
call an extra 84,S100 as soon as he and
Meleinley go into office.
-- --
0. N. Grant, ei prominent drnggiet
Grant. Beene tenuity, Ey., in sending
in a nice order, %mites : -it is the bee
seller' have in Oral. I sell a dozen
, bottles of Dr. lieles Pine-Tar-Honey to
le no of arty (Aber kind 41 medicine." •
t30k1 by R. C. liardwiok. I
te
.10.0)litit's
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SAPier FRANKEL. Sale Agent.
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Cloak and Wrap Sale
Of the season
We wi tell all our wraps at ONE HALF PRICE, as it is geetinglate in the
reason, an Ayr 1:lut chew out our wraps. We will *ell front to-day' all of. our
wraps, con ieeng of tailor-mettle garments in Jackets in Smooth Cloth and Rot eh
iteuelee ellittery Jackets. Our capes are the very latest styke Sneeth
Cloth and °ugh itouclee, V: Ivet and Plush Fancy Capes.
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61! tawaens Reefers
Are for all ages.
All t3 be Sold Ilezardless of Cost
We tue n Mishima. Come and be convinced. Our goods are all tailor-made
and genre teet in Price,' Quality and Fits. No trouble to show goods. Come
early and g -t your choice. We have also a fine sele:tion of
In all I nes. mei Fancy Goods, which we offer at a bargain. You can ewe
money by 1 eying front us. Call awl see us and remember the place. liting ton
circular with you. He.niember all‘r ips at half price at
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